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Sdílejte s Gabem

RAND tlačí na eskalaci USA/západu proti Moskvě po velmi dlouhou dobu. V roce 2019
zveřejnila zprávu o „Rozšíření Ruska“. Mnoho z jeho doporučení se následně splnilo. O tři
roky dříve také vyšetřování války mezi USA a Čínou přineslo následně splněný návrh:
pic.twitter.com/lxHde0fupH

— Kit Klarenberg (@KitKlarenberg) 27. ledna 2023

RAND je vysoce vlivný orgán, který informuje – a odráží – myšlení elit a imperiální
politiku. Tato zpráva je zvláště významná vzhledem k tomu, že řada amerických
představitelů podobně vyjádřila pochybnosti o tom, že Washington bude pokračovat v tomto
omílání. Uvidíme…

— Kit Klarenberg (@KitKlarenberg) 27. ledna 2023

Hity stále přicházejí. "Význam" "mezinárodních norem" a ukrajinská ekonomika jsou
"diskutabilní", proto by se Washingtonu nemělo ani trochu věnovat, ani o tom, že Ukrajina
znovu získává území. Doufám, že každý spojenec USA si tuto zprávu prostuduje a vezme si
z ní ponaučení. pic.twitter.com/KbADCWOeqz

— Kit Klarenberg (@KitKlarenberg) 27. ledna 2023

Vy lidi nečtete think-tanky. Četl jsem think tanky. Pak vypadám jako

nějaký čaroděj vysvětlující události. Ale v podstatě jsou zpravodajská

média úplně k ničemu. Doslova neslouží k ničemu jinému než k

šíření dezinformací. Mezitím, svým náročným jazykem, think tanky

poskytují všechny podrobnosti o programu jasně.
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Tady je dohoda: každý chápe, že Rusko je pouze velmocí schopnou

konkurovat USA, protože je podporováno mnohem větší a mnohem

bohatší zemí zvanou „Čína“. Rusko potřebuje jejich ekonomiku, aby

přežilo. Indie by se nepostavila proti USA, ani by se Saúdská Arábie

ani žádný z jiných bývalých spojenců nezatlačili zpět, pokud by se jim

nedostalo krytí od Číny.

Všechny think-tanky prosazovaly, aby se cílem příští americké války

stala Čína.

Lidé z Pentagonu však řekli, že Rusko je mnohem slabší, a tak s tím

souhlasili. Teď je to blbost. Západ ničí svou ekonomiku, odcizuje si

celý svět a čeho přesně dosahuje? Rusko může bojovat donekonečna.

Nic je to nestojí. Možná je tu nějaká válečná ostražitost, ale to se

opravdu vymaže tím, jak nechutní a brutální Hoholové jsou. Pokud

Rusové začnou být nemocní z války, Solovjov vstane a udělá část o

nejnovějším videu Hoholů, jak mučí a vraždí válečné zajatce, a vy

máte další týden tvrdé podpory pro chlapce bojující s těmito

satanskými monstry.

Způsob, jakým Wanger nyní vede válku, to prostě nestojí příliš

mnoho.

Ale USA se v tuto chvíli nemohou vzdát. Musí prostě jít a jít. Jsme za

rok a statisticky platí, že pokud válka mezi dvěma zeměmi, které

spolu sousedí, trvá déle než rok, pak trvá déle než 5 let.

Kdo za těch 5 let ztratí víc?

USA nemohou otevřít čínskou frontu, zatímco Ukrajina pokračuje a

čas je tam na straně Číny.

To je důvod, proč je RAND šílený.

RT :

Zatímco Moskva i Kyjev si myslí, že budou mít prospěch z pokračujících bojů, takový
obrat událostí neslouží nejlepším zájmům Washingtonu, tvrdí think tank RAND
Corporation Pentagonu v nové zprávě zveřejněné v pátek .
Kniha „ Vyhýbání se dlouhé válce “ , kterou napsali Samuel Charap a Miranda Priebe,
přijímá převládající premisy o konfliktu, ale poznamenává, že zájmy USA „často odpovídají
ukrajinským zájmům, ale nejsou s nimi synonymy“.
Podle autorů konflikt již způsobil Rusku značné ekonomické, vojenské a reputační
škody, takže jeho „další postupné oslabování již pravděpodobně není tak významným
přínosem pro zájmy USA“.

https://www.rt.com/news/570589-rand-russia-ukraine-pentagon/
https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PEA2510-1.html
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Říká se, že „nazvěte to vítězstvím a vypadněte“.

Nakonec to bude muset dojít k určitému bodu, kdy budou obě strany

schopny vyhlásit vítězství. Proč se tedy nesnažit přijít na způsob, jak

to ukončit a zachránit si co nejvíce tváře?

Cena pro Západ také nebyla zanedbatelná, od narušení trhů s energií, potravinami a hnojivy
až po náklady na „udržování ukrajinského státu ekonomicky solventního“, které se jen
„časem znásobí“.
Vojenská pomoc NATO Ukrajině „se také může po určité době stát neudržitelnou“,
zatímco Rusko může „zvrátit zisky ukrajinského bojiště,“ uvedli. Konflikt „pohlcuje
čas vysokých politiků a vojenské zdroje USA“, odvádí pozornost Washingtonu od
jiných globálních priorit, jako je Čína, a zároveň tlačí Moskvu blíže k Pekingu.

Ano, to je smyslem celého papíru. Všichni publikují tyto noviny a

říkají přesně toto.

Mezitím Brandon téměř slíbil, že pošle Gundamy.

„ Stručně řečeno, důsledky dlouhé války – od přetrvávajících zvýšených rizik eskalace
až po ekonomické škody – daleko převyšují možné přínosy .
Studie popisuje vizi vítězství prezidenta Vladimira Zelenského, ve které by Ukrajina
získala zpět všechna území, na která si činí nárok, a donutila Rusko, aby se podrobilo
procesům s válečnými zločinci a reparacím, jako „optimistické“ a „nepravděpodobné“.

Tak, tady to máte. Pravděpodobně jste slyšeli o RAND. Nebudu dávat

úplné shrnutí, ale můžete si to vyhledat, pokud nevíte, co to je. Toto

je skutečný pohled zahraničněpolitického čaroděje: USA prohrávají

https://dailystormer.in/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/skull-11.jpeg
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válku a budou nadále prohrávat a zničí to jejich plán na zničení Číny.

Prostě ignorujte všechny ty bláboly, které vidíte na CNN a v NYT.

Všechno jsou to jen falešné zprávy, jako jsou irácké zbraně

hromadného ničení nebo holocaust.

Ano, je pravda, že si všichni mysleli, že to Rusko udělá mnohem

rychleji. Vidím, že mě lidé kritizují za to, že to bylo pravděpodobně

rychlé, jako by to byl nějaký obrovský trapas, ale říkali to všichni,

včetně většiny Washingtonu. Nikdo neočekával, že Západ půjde

naplno do tohoto rozsahu, i když při zpětném pohledu to bylo jaksi

zřejmé na základě toho, jak moc militarizovali zemi od toho puče v

roce 2014. Všichni si jen mysleli: „Dobře, USA neprohrály nějaké

významné body reputace, když ztratili Krym, tak proč by kvůli tomu

kolabovali svou ekonomiku?

Možná militarizace jen nechává jejich možnosti otevřené, mysleli

jsme si.

Protože jak říká RAND: Západ zde nemá žádné skutečné výhody. Je

to jen extremistická židovská nenávistná agenda.

Co dělají, kromě vyhazování peněz a dokazování světu, že jsou

psychoši?

Rozhodně si myslím, že to hraje roli při rozhodování. https://t.co/1I6N9GVPa2

— Koen (@KoenSwinkels) 27. ledna 2023

Když se zkusím vžít do jejich kůže, vidím, jak stálo za to pokusit se

zhroutit ruskou ekonomiku a pak udělat barevnou revoluci, která by

sesadila Putina a prostě vyhrála. Ale to se nestalo a riziko, že se to

stane, je minulostí. V tuto chvíli není možné, aby si vzali Krym nebo

Donbas zpět, což znamená, že Putin nebude nucen odejít z úřadu.

Další eskalace dává Číně extrémní výhodu. Pokud vezmou Tchaj-

wan, oficiálně vyhráli Civilizaci Sida Meiera. Mezitím je to, co tyto

think-tanky říkají, tak zřejmé: pokud svrhnete Čínu, pak Rusko, Írán,

Severní Korea a všichni ostatní na seznamu nepřátel okamžitě

padnou.

https://t.co/1I6N9GVPa2
https://twitter.com/KoenSwinkels/status/1618919904153051136?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Pokud byste mohli nějak porazit Rusko, co se stane potom? Pokud to

bude trvat pět let. Kde bude Čína v tu chvíli? Kde bude v tu chvíli

západní ekonomika? Upřímně řečeno, v tom okamžiku – v roce

2028, kdy si USA teoreticky vynutí zhroucení ruské vlády tím, že si

vezmou zpět Donbas – bude Čína v pozici, kdy napadne Rusko z

druhé strany a podpoří nacionalistickou vládu, která potlačí Anální

nepokoje. četa.

Buď pozitivní!

RAND říct, že USA prohrávají, je velmi velký problém.

Přestaňte se nechat těmito různými výstupy zmást tím, co se děje.

Rusko vítězí, protože celá tato věc je mnohem větší než střelecká

válka, která je ve skutečnosti jen malou částí probíhajícího

geopolitického dění.

Rusko je poslední křesťanská země.

Rusko je Ježíšův bič.

Ať ji vede archanděl.
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Celý svět se připojuje k čínskému přátelství a Amerika se opičí

pro anální

 
15. ledna 2023 • 700 slov • 106 komentářů

Think Tank RAND říká, že válka na Ukrajině již není pro

židovskou „dvojanální agendu“

 
přínosná 28. ledna 2023 • 1 300 slov • 226 komentářů
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1. Shamu says:

Hungary is doing

its best to remain a

Christi9an nation.

That’s why

Hungary should

leave the EU and

NATO.

• Agree: Sir

Launcelot Canning, Chuck Orloski, JR Foley, neutral, SoUtH,

Johnny LeBlanc, Decoy, boynkin, Fidelios Automata, 36 ulster,

Getaclue, Simple Pseudonuymic Handle, Alternate History

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

2. spacewanderer says:

January 29, 2023 at 2:52 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Russia can keep fighting indefinitely. It’s not costing them anything.

Exactly, and that’s why the longer this ‘war’ continues, the

better. Muttmerica and (((the west))) are already running out of

their weapon stockpiles, their economy is crumbling, and Saudi

Arabia is already checking out of petrodollar system. And since

they are lagging far behind Sino-Russian alliance in the

technological/industrial capacities, they cannot win an all-out

war(conventional or nuclear) against Russia either.

• Agree: Alternate History

• Replies: @Doug Ryler, @anonymous

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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3. John Johnson says:

January 29, 2023 at 2:54 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Russia is the last Christian country.

Ridiculous.

Ukraine percent Christian: 78%

 
Russia percent Christian: 63%

Europe’s largest Muslim population: Russia

 
Europe’s largest Buddhist population: Russia

 
Europe’s largest Atheist population: Russia

Can provide sources if needed.

Anglin celebrates war, uses terms like “double anal” and then

makes an appeal to Christianity.

Boy Putin really attracts some quality defenders.

• Agree: meamjojo

• Disagree: DogZ, Hulkamania, Alternate History

• LOL: AndrewR, Wade Hampton

• Troll: Derer

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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4. loner feral cat says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:09 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Carrying Water For The (((WEF))): Zelensky Courts U.S. Companies.
 https://www.globalresearch.ca/tempting-banksters-zelensky-courts-us-

companies/5806217

Corruption And Repression To Save A (((Neoliberal Regime))) In Ukraine.
 https://www.globalresearch.ca/update-situation-ukraine-december-2022-end-year-

report-corruption-repression-save-neoliberal-regime-ukraine/5805309

The TRUTH Is Coming Out In Ukraine And Zelensky Is

In Deep Trouble.

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/Pg0ScJ7vXe4

• Thanks: Decoy

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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5. Sir Launcelot Canning says:

Andrew I wondered if you were coming back or not. I about

puked when I saw this headline about your Canadian friend a

few days ago:

 
https://montrealgazette.com/news/local-news/montrealer-

found-guilty-of-hate-against-jewish-people-after-online-post

Soon it will be illegal not to love them.

• Agree: Chuck Orloski

• Replies: @lavoisier, @Commentator Mike

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

6. Anonymous[317] • Disclaimer says:

January 29, 2023 at 4:35 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Now we know the reason for the anti-China propaganda, from

the alleged oppression of the Uighurs to the alleged Wuhan lab

leak. Russia and China are rogue nations who refuse to have

their necks under the boot of the AZE and be submissive to AZE

commands.

https://t.co/5BNEf7dfgn

— AZ (@AZgeopolitics) January 28, 2023

US has secured a deal with the Netherlands and Japan to restrict exports of
some advanced chip-making machinery to China – Bloomberg

— AZ (@AZgeopolitics) January 28, 2023

• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta, @Druid, @Decoy

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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7. Do people really enjoy stuff like this?

WWIII would be relief in a way. Just blow it all up.

I should have had breakfast before I opened Twatter.

pic.twitter.com/BpA25nbrAG

— Laurence Fox (@LozzaFox) January 28, 2023

• Replies: @Anonymous, @Druid, @Solutions

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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8. Wokechoke says:

January 29, 2023 at 4:55 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson

There you go again…

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_Russia

Russia is a primarily Orthodox Christian Nation. However the

wrinkle in the data is that 41% only claim to be Orthodox. Other

Christians amount to 6% and Muslims are around 6%. Most of

the rest are agnostic or atheist. Some Buddhists and Tenghrists

out East.

The cultural soup there is mostly and overwhelmingly Orthodox

Christian. The Romanovs quite literally ran a family dynasty that

operated in tandem with the patriarchate in Moscow. We could

argue this isn’t true Christianity on a theological level but it’s not

so different from Byzantium or the Constantinian conception of

Christian Rome.

You don’t get the basics right, so why argue the esoteric stuff

anyway.

• Agree: Wade Hampton

• Thanks: CelestiaQuesta

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

9. An update on the fighting by a reporter on the frontlines.

 

 

Video Link

• Thanks: dimples

• Replies: @Ulf Thorsen, @Andreas

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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10. Odyssey says:

January 29, 2023 at 5:21 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Shamu

‘Western societies were formed during the past 30 years on the

basis of atheism and gender ideology, but they will surely

collapse, and the return to tradition will be faster than it seems

to us now’, Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán said at a

meeting with participants of an international media conference.

“My analysis is that the current structure of Western societies is

completely contrary to human nature. It will definitely collapse,

I hope, not Armageddon-style,” Orban was quoted as saying by

Rod Dreher, a journalist from The American Conservative

newspaper who was present at the aforementioned meeting.

According to the Hungarian Prime Minister, if Europe wants to

survive, it must return to the faith that created the “sacred order

on which its civilization was built.”

The Hungarian Prime Minister called Orthodox Christians “the

most important reserve” for the restoration of religious pillars in

the West:

“The greatest hope today is the Orthodox. They don’t argue, they

believe. We [Protestants and Catholics] fight all the time.”

• Replies: @Goonter, @Shamu

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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11. John Johnson says:

January 29, 2023 at 5:25 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wokechoke

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_Russia

Russia is a primarily Orthodox Christian Nation. However the

wrinkle in the data is that 41% only claim to be Orthodox. Other

Christians amount to 6% and Muslims are around 6%. Most of

the rest are agnostic or atheist. Some Buddhists and Tenghrists

out East.

Your own source puts their total Christian percentage at lower

than what I cited.

You don’t get the basics right, so why argue the esoteric stuff

anyway.

Tell me which statement I made that is incorrect.

• Troll: Derer

• Replies: @Wokechoke, @Dutch Boy

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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12. saggy says: • Website

January 29, 2023 at 5:29 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Anglin’s ‘double-anal agenda’ for the west is a short term goal,

the long term goal is world domination, which requires the

destruction of the power structures in the east and west, in the

Jewish world view, the destruction of the descendants of

Ishmael and Esau. They have for 200 years prophesied such a

war, and many are saying explicitly in the vid below that the time

has come. For 70 years MAD was a deterrent, now it may be the

goal.

 

 

Video Link

• Replies: @Ulf Thorsen

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

13. Rebel Roy says:

January 29, 2023 at 5:34 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson

John the Jew,we can deduce you support the anal sex and pure

Satanism pushed by the Jews on God’s children.Even the

demons tremble at God’s power.We must all acknowledge Christ

as the Son of God sent to die for our sins,we must accept the

Gospels.We must put our faith in the Lord.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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14. George Kovachev says:

January 29, 2023 at 5:39 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
I believe that the most important mistake this RAND think tank

made in their assessment is that the russian economy is “export-

oriented” and therefore, it couldn’t survive without its western

“partners”. Nothing could be farther from the truth.

Indeed, during the 90’s Russia “exported” a lot – the proper

term is “plunder“. But after Vladimir Vladimirovitch took the

wheel, he started to re-organize russian economy, so today it’s

probably the closest to self-sufficiency on Earth as possible.

Indeed, Russia still exports state-of-the-art weaponry (from

perspective of the buyers; from russian perspective what they

sell is mediocre), and, to a lesser degree, hydrocarbons. But they

don’t have to – the russians have sufficient resources under their

control and the know-how to produce everything they need, if

they have to. Of course, some may try to make counter-

examples like the buying of Iranian Shahed drones, but as I said

– “if they have to” – russians understand economy no worse

than anyone else, and if they decide that buying Shaheds would

produce more bang-for-a–buck, they’ll do so. But it doesn’t

mean that they’re incapable of producing their own drones with

comparable or better capabilities.

Compared to what the russians produce and consume internally,

their export was, and still is, negligible. The west can’t offer

anything of value to the russians, except overpriced, (very) low-

quality trinkets, which the russians could import on the cheap

from China (they can produce, for example, quite capable iPhone

copies, if they want, and Apple can’t do anything about it). But

those trinkets aren’t essentials for the russians. So it’s normal,

when the western analysts makes such fundamental mistakes,

when they base their analysis on the russian trade with

westerners, or bogus criteria like GDP measured in USDs.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=George+Kovachev
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Another reason why the sanctions don’t work on the russians, is

because the sanctions are double-edged sword – indeed they

may have stopped, legally, exports from Russia to the west. But

they also stopped export of overpriced trinkets from the west to

Russia. From russian point of view, those sanctions act as

protection of the russian markets from the west’s competitors.

• Agree: PetrOldSack, Joe Levantine

• Replies: @Anon

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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15. Anonymous[102] • Disclaimer says:

January 29, 2023 at 5:54 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Today U.S. and NATO, under the cover of Ukraine military,

attacked Iranian military sites with drones. Iranian anti-aircraft

was very active and Telegram channels had thought it was Israeli

aircraft bombing Iran.

From 2 months ago:

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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Top Zelensky advisor threatens war with Iran

Mykhailo Podolyak, an advisor to Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky, has
called for attacks inside Iran as the country’s drones cause setbacks for the
Ukrainian military.

On November 5, Mykhailo Podolyak, an advisor to Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky, has advocated for military strikes on drone production sites located in Iran.
President Zelensky echoed Podolyak’s belligerent rhetoric the following day,
demanding Iran be “punished” for allegedly supplying drones to Russia.

https://thegrayzone.com/2022/11/12/zelensky-threatens-war-iran/

https://i0.wp.com/thegrayzone.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Collage-Maker-13-Nov-2022-12.25-AM.jpg
https://thegrayzone.com/2022/11/12/zelensky-threatens-war-iran/
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If the world is not crazy enough…

Iran Department of Defense:

On the evening of the 8th of Bahman 1401 at around 23:30, an unsuccessful
attack was carried out using micro-birds on one of the workshop complexes of
the Ministry of Defense,

— SlowFlights (@FlightsSlow) January 28, 2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

16. Gapeseed says:

January 29, 2023 at 5:56 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Seems like RAND is setting the stage for Old Joe, a retail politico

to his last breath, to pull a page from Reagan’s playbook by

planning some sort of grand rapprochement play

 
leading up to his re-election campaign. Unfortunately, Reagan

held a much better hand and was a better negotiator than the

mentally and ethically compromised Biden.

• Replies: @Wade Hampton

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

17. eckbach says:

“This is the real view of the foreign policy sorcerer: …it’s going to

destroy their plan to take down China.”

 
But they went through all that voodoo to build China up. So it

seems to me the real goal is to destroy America.

• Replies: @Ulf Thorsen

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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18. Ray Caruso says:

January 29, 2023 at 6:01 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Some in the US Deep State want to cut and run from Ukraine for

the same reason they wanted to cut and run from Afghanistan,

namely because they want a war with China. They fantasize they

can keep their ultra-decadent and Jew-ridden (pardon if I repeat

myself) country at the top of the heap by militarily destroying

China. The thing is that China can see it from an ocean away and

will be ready for them. The US’s war against China will be their

last act of imperialist aggression.

Why iPhones can’t be assembled in the US:

 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/28/technology/iphones-

apple-china-made.html

But it’s not just some tiny screws; a million bits of industrial

capacity and a billion of individual craftsmanship have been lost

due to deindustrialization, whose sole purpose was to provide a

temporary windfall for (((Wall Street))). And the problem is

compounded by a thoroughly Judaized education system

focused on things like Critical Race Theory and Gender Theory

rather than actual learning.

The US is fucked; in fact, it has the national equivalent of full-

blown AIDS. The founders killed their incipient nation when

they decided to give Christ-killers citizenship in order to

demonstrate how much more “enlightened” they were than old

Christian Europe.

• Agree: Miro23

• Replies: @Brooklyn Dave, @Ramstein
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19. Anonymous[209] • Disclaimer says:

January 29, 2023 at 6:20 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson

Russia is the last Christian country.

I think Andrew means by that Christians with balls, unlike

cucked USA Xtians.

Ukraine percent Christian: 78%
 Russia percent Christian: 63%

Meaning what? Percentages mean little absent context.

Jane has 78% of $1.00

 
Joe has 63% of $10,000

 
Who is richer?

Europe’s largest Muslim population: Russia
 Europe’s largest Buddhist population: Russia
 Europe’s largest Atheist population: Russia

More precisely:

Russian Muslims: 6%

 
Russian Buddhists: 0.5%

 
Russia Atheists: 13%

Still all that’s meaningless without context.

America has 210,623,578 Christians…most of whom suck

Joocawk

 
Ukraine has 32,114,810…many dying like flies for Zion

 
Russia has 69,772,800 Christian soldiers kicking arse.

 
(That’s 217% more than Zelenskistan has)

Russia has been lied to, betrayed, and attacked. It knows Uncle

Sucker will not stop attacking it until it’s stopped. So Vlad’s

taken off the gloves.

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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Plus morale matters. Ukes are despondent now. Dismayed.

Depressed. They know this is no Agincourt, themselves no

English archers.

• Thanks: Z-man, JR Foley
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20. CelestiaQuesta says:

January 29, 2023 at 6:21 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I find it ironic that both Russia and Ukraine are using German

music composers (Russia – Wagner Group and Ukraine –

Mozart Group) to brand their paid armed mercenaries defining

their battles.

 
As a devout Wagnerian, I’ll take Wagner over Mozart any day.

Wagner music is banned in Israel for one purpose only, he

exposed Jews over a hundred years ago for their

usury/banking/trade criminal activities, while Mozart was

content on playing dance music for a few shekels, sound

familiar? (((See popular music artists today, all sharing the stage

with fags, drags and every low life pos drug user known and

unknown))).

If you ask me, Wagner will win this war for the simple reason he

created the soundtrack for the greatest people who have ever

walked this earth.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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21. JR Foley says:

Is Zylenskyy —the second coming of Christ? King of the World??

Amtrak Joe knows his Jews and Justin Trudeau is jealous of

Rishi Sunak !!!!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

22. Ray Caruso says:

January 29, 2023 at 6:32 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson

The Ukraine, like the US, is a Jew-ruled sewer. Therefore, all its

non-trivial actions and policies—again, like those of the US—are

thoroughly kosher. Declaring oneself a Christian in the census is

as irrelevant an act as casting a ballot for the presidential

candidate disfavored by the rulers.

The preceding is entirely obvious, but as the quote attributed to

Mark Twain goes, there are lies, damned lies, and statistics. And,

of course, statistics is what a loudly slurping kikesucker will

resort to in order to defend the ultra-corrupt cesspool his

masters told him to love.
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23. Chuck Orloski says:

January 29, 2023 at 6:34 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Shamu

First if all, I appreciate and thank Andrew Anglin for the

education on the Rand “Think Tank,” and by concluding with an

icon of St. Michael the Archangel.

And am very appreciative for Shamu’s succinct and powerful

words, “Hungary is doing its best to remain a Christian nation.

That’s why Hungary should leave the EU and NATO.”

I understand that am only one American voice but my maternal

Grandfather, Steve Havrilko, was born in the Austro-Hungarian

Empire and settled in Newark, NJ.

Perhaps once a year, he visited me and my parents in Taylor,

Pennsylvania. I recall how Grandpa gave me a WW 1 helmet, and

a collection of Mercury dimes. He loved to watch the Three

Stooges “Stogers”on TV, and the last day I saw him alive was the

day Emile Griffith pummeled Benny “The Kid Parent,” to death

in 1962.

An Orthodox Christian, Steve Havrilko passed away, and is

buried in St. George Cemetery which overlooks the Lackawanna

Valley. Subsequently, am rooting for Hungary to remain a

Christian nation, and ward off the evil temptations inherent in

the EU and NATO

Post scriptum: Am half Polish and am ashamed how Poland has

succumbed to the will of International Jewry.

 
.

• Replies: @Annacat, @Odyssey
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24. JR Foley says:

@Wokechoke

John Johnson is beyond Christianity—he is an Obama

“Exceptionalist” who worships Satan–

• Replies: @Anonymous
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25. CelestiaQuesta says:

@loner feral cat

It seems all the Jews from Blackrock, Goldman Sachs bla bla bla

have all got aspirations of turning Ukraine into Israel 2.0 at the

expense of Global Goyim.

They will not stop until every country is ZOG – Zionist

Controlled Governments.

Let that sink in.

• Replies: @SoUtH, @Decoy
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26. marylinm says:

January 29, 2023 at 6:49 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
So it finally dawned on the MIC that Ukraine is only a proxy for

the Jewish takeover of the planet, and with that eventually a

complete elimination of all war-bent imperialists as further

useless shabbos goyim, once the global World Order is complete,

and “global peace and tranquility” are established under a

Jewish king, Klaus the August. Constantine the Great and

Eusebius of Caesarea did exactly that, in fact, ca 300CE, when

they took control of the planet riding the witless Christians as

cannon fodder hogs, and disbanded the praetorian guards, the

then Waffen SS of the Roman imperialists, and established what

Eusebius claimed as “ultimate and universal solution”, where all

nations “found peace and respite from their ancient miseries”

under one supreme authority, that of “one God – not two, or

three, or more”.

MIC is about gescheft, and fat whores for its generals. Nothing

else. And a Peking duck is much more entertaining to pluck with,

than the Russian bear will ever be. That is what the RAND

whitepaper is all about .

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

27. Anonymous[231] • Disclaimer says:

@Priss Factor

WWIII would be relief in a way. Just blow it all up.

Bad sign, that quote. Political systems end when they are

regarded as a farce, have been regarded as a farce for a long

time, and turn deadly.
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28. lavoisier says: • Website

January 29, 2023 at 6:58 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Sir Launcelot Canning

It is really disturbing to read about these hate crime laws and

criminalizing speech that questions the veracity of the holocaust

narrative. Enshrined into law in Canada is that one is not

allowed to express doubt about the six million Jews who died in

the holocaust.

No such law exists to make sure one does not express doubt that

the Jewish Bolsheviks killed many millions of people in Russia

and Ukraine.

That such a law stands in a nation of people who imagine

themselves to live in a free country is a reflection of Jewish

power and Gentile cowardice.

• Agree: Bro43rd, Adam Smith, Drapetomaniac, Simple

Pseudonuymic Handle, inspector general
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29. CelestiaQuesta says:

January 29, 2023 at 7:10 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous

While the illegitimate Brandon Regime had eight years to train

and equip Ukraine for its proxy war with Russia, it gave both

Russia and China eight years to train and equip their own

military forces for the final battle soon to arrive.

GlobalHomo, Zionists, Magik Negroism does not stand a chance

against real humanity.
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30. Commentator Mike says:

January 29, 2023 at 7:21 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
It the US and its Western lackeys can’t beat Russia they have

even less chance of beating PR China. Even when this Ukraine

thing is over Russia should never again re-establish good

relations with the collective West and should instead concentrate

on cementing its links with China and other countries outside of

Europe while turning then evermore against the West.

• Replies: @inspector general
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31. Commentator Mike says:

January 29, 2023 at 7:34 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Sir Launcelot Canning

Total hypocrites. I bet Canada will never arrest any journalist

who expresses support for Nazi murderers and war criminals in

the Ukraine or Zionist murderers and war criminals in Israel.

Instead they turn against a guy who writes satire on the world’s

foremost satirical website. The tears of the Palestinians flooding

the streets of their own stolen country are of no concern or

consequence. Canadians are the real Nazis of the post-modern

world and their only claim to being anti-Nazis is based on them

railing against a long dead Nazi regime while supporting existing

fellow Nazi regimes in the Ukraine and Israel. And I bet

someone will say Israel isn’t Nazi because Jews can’t be Nazis

like they claim that Jews can’t be racists, but they can and are,

Nazis, racists and supremacists called “Zionists” or “secular

globalists” or whatever guise they may choose.

• Thanks: Joe Levantine
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32. Cat says:

January 29, 2023 at 7:40 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Hitler tried to be the bulwark for all of Europe against the

Soviet/Jews who (because workers-of-the-world-unite) were the

real ones who aspired to take over the world. As we know,

Germany failed to protect us from the jewish onslaught the west

is now experiencing on steroids.

Well, similarly, Putin in Ukraine is being forced to be the

bulwark for the entire multipolar world against the unipolar

world/neocon Jews. Russia’s military superiority means they can

take out NATO, EU, US with one hand behind their back.

I don’t think the trigger happy, ham-fisted neocons will actually

try to nuke Russia. Their more polished neoliberal brethren will

not allow it (as per Rand). That’s because they want to keep

Ukraine intact. Forget “smart cities.” They’ve been cueing up

Ukraine to be their model *smart country*, the template for

full-blown FinTech a la Estonia. Israel’s northern outpost in the

Pale of Settlement will be PALE-stine (Khazaria 2.0).

Watch the “Ukraine 2030” propaganda/fundraising video. You

can just hear Larry Fink crowing “we got this!”

Ukraine 2030 — the freest and most digital country in the world. Without
bureaucracy, but with strong tech industry. Cashless & paperless. This is the future we
are building. pic.twitter.com/XWs4E1pPGJ

— Mykhailo Fedorov (@FedorovMykhailo) July 14, 2022

• Agree: Brosi

• Thanks: Ulf Thorsen
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33. Alrenous says: • Website

January 29, 2023 at 7:45 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Yes, it’s true everyone thought Russia would do this much quicker.

They still can, it would merely cost more Russian lives. Sadly it’s

not the red army anymore, where ‘red’ in this case means they

win by drowning you in their own blood. Can’t use meatgrinder

tactics or anything approaching that level.

Leaving that to the hohols.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

34. tosca says:

January 29, 2023 at 7:52 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Well, you have it: Russia is the last Christian country. Jewish

messianism is waging a relentless war against Christianity since

hundred of years. First, Protestism was a return to the O.T.

Then, Vatican II

 
put an end to the catholic church, by changing the consecration’s

formula of bishops, which means that the 2 last popes were

laymen. See LIFE magazine of that time. The jewish people ARE

the messiah who will reign on the world after its birth in the

midst of the pains of deliverance.

• Replies: @JonesHenry, @Monotheistic Christian
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35. SoUtH says:

January 29, 2023 at 8:05 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
What I want to know is: What implications will a RU win in UKR

have for the wef agenda in amerwrecka?

Will they stop poisoning our food with gmo and viruses?

Will they not distribute the next virus that Gates predicts shall

start in Australia?

Will they stop their 2030 agenda?

Will they stop the conversion of currency to programmable cbdc

on which social credit score rides?

Will they continue their agenda to confiscate all of our bank

accounts, property, and assets and put us all on Universal Basic

Income?

Will they destroy Yuval Harari, Klaus Schwab, and the wef?

Will they stop the chem trails that poison our land, water, food,

air with aluminum and other nanoparticles?

What lies ahead for us “useless eaters”?

They wanted to control the entire planet. Ain’t gonna happen. So

will they be content with half? Or will they continue to make

trouble at home and everywhere else?

What is ahead for the only amerwreckan company that produces

and exports a product, the military industrial complex (MIC)?

What diabolical plan will they pursue when countries won’t buy

their useless weapons?

A story from a movie seen long ago: A scorpion wants to cross

the river. So he makes a deal with a frog to ride on his back in

exchange for promise to not sting the frog with its lethal venom.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=SoUtH
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Half way across, he stings the frog. Frog asks why he did that,

says they had a deal, says now they both gonna die. The scorpion

replies: I did it because it’s in my nature.

A leopard changing its spots? A mature wild vicious and amoral

animal (the MIC) suddenly becoming domesticated in face of

great insult to its territory?

• Replies: @Che Guava
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36. neutral says:

January 29, 2023 at 8:11 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wokechoke

Also don’t forget that this kike (((johnson))) likes to leave out the

fact that the jewkraine recently passed laws enforcing gay

marriage. Then there is the also the church of jewkraine that has

been under the influence of the ZOG spooks to rapidly morph

into your typical ZOG churches that celebrate homosexuality and

all the other predictable things.
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37. SoUtH says:

@loner feral cat

Good job, Loner. Stay feral.
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38. meamjojo says:

January 29, 2023 at 8:41 am GMT • 23.7 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
World War II veterans: “We saved the Jews during the

Holocaust and now the Jews are saving us”

 
The Jewish community has sent aid to Ukraine and the

emotional alliance has not gone unnoticed.

 
JANUARY 26, 2023

On the eve of International Holocaust Remembrance Day, a

delegation of the Ukrainian Veterans Organization (World War

II veterans who fought in the Soviet Union army against the

Nazis) arrived in Kyiv on Wednesday in order to mark the

historic day with the local Jewish community.

How the Jewish community is helping Ukraine

 
The veterans, including former senior officers of the former

Soviet Army, have been in close contact with the Kyiv Jewish

community for many years and especially with the city’s Chief

Rabbi and Chabad emissary Jonatan Markovich. “In the past

year, the Jewish community has extended its patronage to the

organization and is helping them with food, warm clothing and

helping them humanitarian throughout the war,” a member of

the Kyiv Jewish community said.

 
….

 
https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/article-729726

• Troll: Lurker
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39. meamjojo says:

January 29, 2023 at 8:43 am GMT • 23.6 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
A Russian graveyard reveals Wagner’s prisoner army

 
A rapidly expanding cemetery in a southern Russian

village offers insight into the convicts who are fighting

– and dying – for the secretive mercenary army of

Wagner Group.

 
Filed Jan. 26, 2023, 11 a.m. GMT

Late last summer, a plot of land on the edge of a small farming

community in southern Russia began to fill with scores of newly

dug graves of fighters killed in Ukraine. The resting places were

adorned with simple wooden crosses and brightly coloured

wreaths that bore the insignia of Russia’s Wagner Group – a

feared and secretive private army.

There were around 200 graves at the site on the outskirts of

Bakinskaya village in Krasnodar region when Reuters visited in

late January. The news agency matched the names of at least 39

of the dead here and at three other nearby cemeteries to Russian

court records, publicly available databases and social media

accounts. Reuters also spoke to family, friends and lawyers of

some of the dead.

Many of the men buried at Bakinskaya were convicts who were

recruited by Wagner last year after its founder, Yevgeny

Prigozhin, promised a pardon if prisoners survived six months at

the front, this reporting showed. They included a contract killer,

murderers, career criminals and people with alcohol problems.

 
…

 
https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/ukraine-

crisis-russia-graves-wagner/

• Troll: Lurker, Derer

• Replies: @Decoy, @anon
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40. Druid says:

@Anonymous

Yup, all the gays, trans and blacks will do a great job against the

PLA
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41. Druid says:

@Priss Factor

Sodom and Gomorrah
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42. Brosi says:

January 29, 2023 at 9:17 am GMT • 23.1 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
That this war the US incited was against her peoples best

interest was blatantly clear from the very beginning.

That this war the EU did so much to incite was against her

peoples best interest was blatantly clear from the very beginning.

The EU is horny for their own army and they need one

desperately to be able to threaten smaller members like

Macedonia, Croatia, Bulgaria, Hungary or even the Baltics.

Netanyahu famously said that he would squeeze the US like a

lemon and throw away the peel, and Jews are doing the same to

Europe.

Jews had the most to lose from this war, and they are watching it

go down the drain. ZOG’s war has also battered the dollar, and

both Russia and China are waging a war against it. Apparently

the Saudis have joined the fight against Money Changer Power.

The financial war on Russia has been a far bigger failure than the

proxy one. The trade and financial sanctions have backfired. The

dollar is the fountain of free money, and Jewish bankers will

protect this exorbitant privilege with all their power. Ghaddafi

and Hussein were take down for displaying the same audacity

that MBS has done.

So why did Judea risk losing the fountain of free money?

Amschel Rothschild famously said “Let me issue and control a

nation’s money and I care not who writes the laws.“. These

Jews would not risk nuclear war and the loss of everything

including the fountain of free money, just for a shot at taking

China down.
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This war in Ukraine was about 3 things:

– Genocide and vengeance on Amaleks (Slavs and Christian

(Roman) Europeans).

 
– Squashing the Orthodox Christian revival

 
– Khazaria 2.0

All of these goals revolve around Yahweh and Talmudic

principles and are not based on physical aspirations like wealth

and power. This is why Blinken, Nuland and the other

Ashkenazis could get the backing of Rabbis and Rabbinical

councils for their war.

• Replies: @Simple Pseudonuymic Handle
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43. Ehrhardt says:

@John Johnson

You also forgot to mention how Russia is the European leader in

new HIV/AIDS infections per year

• Replies: @Z-man
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44. Hulkamania says:

Now the Jews are just bombing Iran. Their feminist revolution

last year didn’t work, so they have decided to escalate to just

randomly bombing the place like they do in Syria. The world

won’t be able to advance at all until Jews and their Anglo slaves

have gone extinct.
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45. GMC says:

January 29, 2023 at 9:37 am GMT • 22.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

Da Da Da

Ukie Christians – 78% = Russian speaking Ukrainians,

Ukrainian dual PassPort holders, and the Russian church’s in

Kiev will be liberated. The rest of the Christians are pedo

catholics and Greek bought off fake orthodox nazis.

Russian Christians – 63% = No Problem

Europes largest Muslim pop. Russia = and many seem to be

fighting along side the ” other Russians”.

Europes largest Buddhist pop. = insignificant, haven’t observed

any Saigon type Buddhist, setting themselves on fire yet.

Europes largest Atheist pop. = so was the Red Army after the

Jews took out the Orthodox churches- but Atheists fight for their

homeland, so the ” non believers” can kick some Nazi ass, once

they get pissed off.

Your Bitch is with the Russia People – Putin is just one of them.

Понимаю ?

• Agree: Commentator Mike

• Thanks: Notsofast

• Replies: @John Johnson
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46. Kurt Knispel says:

Yes, war must end in Europe and go to where it belongs:

Jewmerica, Israhell, Vatica, London; also: bring war directly into

the Pentagon’s Randy Copulation.

 
Transfer Wagner’s “musicians” to Rome, Palestine, London and

the Evil Coast.

• Agree: HdC
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47. Miro23 says:

January 29, 2023 at 9:46 am GMT • 22.6 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑

RAND is a highly influential body, which informs – and reflects – elite thinking and
imperial policy. This report particularly significant given numerous US officials have
similarly expressed doubts about Washington keeping this grinding on.

The people behind RAND have to call off the Nuland/Kagan

attack dogs before the expense (now showing up as inflation)

gets out of hand and breaks up NATO.

Also, Ukraine going down like Afghanistan makes an attack on

China impossible (war fatigue) – and Russia is still there. So

where the Imperial NWO goes from here is a mystery.
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48. chris says:

January 29, 2023 at 10:06 am GMT • 22.2 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑

This is the real view of the foreign policy sorcerer: the US is losing the war and they
are going to keep losing and it is going to destroy their plan to take down China.

If this turns out to be true, then the methodical and very slow

Russian prosecution of the war will have been truly brilliant.

They would have forced the empire to keep raising the bet and

then lose big time, instead of making a ‘killing’ off of a small bet.

Unfortunately, I just don’t see them getting out so easily. These

psychopaths have their fanatical goals, monstrous egos, and

political power all, deeply invested in this enterprise.

But in support of the argument of the article, there‘s also the

recent interview with the psychopathic Evelyn Farkas, who,

being asked to predict political turmoil in 2023, conceded that

none was forthcoming in Russia, … unless there are ‘many more

body bags,‘ which, she seemed to imply, they’re assiduously

working to achieve, but did not seem to hold out much hope for.

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/Mg8e2cEpa64
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• Thanks: Agent76

• Replies: @Kolya Krassotkin
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49. Passing By says:

January 29, 2023 at 10:12 am GMT • 22.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
The report is here:

https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PEA2510-1.html

You can read it online or download it. And judge by yourself

what it says.

Afaic, I think that it’s just usual cr@p by think-tank “experts”. A

negligible measure of rationality diluted in a lot of

“exceptionalist” magical thinking. Russians would be fools if

they attached any importance to it or thought that it signals

some change in the US approach. Hubris is still the dominant

trait of all that crowd of morons.

PS: I wonder how much those “experts” are paid to spawn such

cr@p.

• Thanks: Levtraro
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50. ayesha says:

January 29, 2023 at 10:15 am GMT • 22.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
well….I asked a friend 20 yrs ago….

 
who do u wanna live under….

Russians..? Chinese…? Arabs…? Blacks…? Asians…? India…?

or the fckn Yanks…? (who are now jews)

He didnt have an answer….

So it seems….its the Fourth Reich….run by Jews.

cos when USA is destroyed and hopefully Rothschilds private

army….called NATO are all fckd…

Europe will be over-run by blacks and the Russians and Chinese

will laugh.

• Replies: @anonymous
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51. Commentator Mike says:

North Korea is concerned about world peace and cares about the

lives of Westerners far more than the people of the collective

West themselves or the belligerent thugs who rule in the

collective West.

https://www.rt.com/news/570596-north-korea-us-ukraine/

• Replies: @meamjojo
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52. RoatanBill says:

So now two dipshits known as Samuel Charap and Miranda

Priebe are determining US foreign policy. Why does Congress

exist if they have to farm out foreign policy decisions to two

scribblers?

Did any of you vote to put Samuel Charap and Miranda Priebe in

charge?

• Replies: @Anon
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53. Commentator Mike says:

January 29, 2023 at 11:06 am GMT • 21.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
The guys at the Duran agree that Wagner ex-cons supported by

Iranian drones completely upstaged and destroyed NATO’s

finest.

They also think that Africa will be the next battleground between

US/NATO and Russians. They express unspecified concern

about this, probably because of the tsunami of African refugees

that will be heading to Europe and the rest of the collective West

as a consequence.
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54. Hulkamania says:

January 29, 2023 at 11:10 am GMT • 21.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

Percentage of a population claiming to be Christian is not really

a good measure of anything.

Papists claim to be Christian, for example, but they all worship

pedophiles like the pope Bergoglio. Iran has a million Christians

at most while something like 70% of Americans claim to be

Christian, yet Iran reflects Christian values much more strongly

than the gay and retarded USA does. Similarly, Russia reflects

Christianity much more strongly than the homosexual Jew den

of the Ukraine.

• Replies: @Pop Warner
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55. Jeffrey A Freeman says:

Support of “ukraine” is:

Support of heinous war crimes, crucifixions.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

56. Old Prude says:

Its becoming more obvious that the so-called country of Ukraine

was just a money laundering front for crooks. That’s why those

crooks are crazy to preserve the accursed dump.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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57. Brosi says:

The Khazarian US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen is leading the

sanctions war against Russia. She is heir to Henry Morgentau,

who used the power of the US Treasury to bludgeon and

eventually commit genocide on Germany. Of course this is

precisely what Yellen would love to do to Russia.

• Agree: Ulf Thorsen, HdC

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

58. Z-man says:

@Ehrhardt

You must’ve caught it early on then, and Fauci’s concoctions

have kept you alive for all these years. Congratulations to you,

too bad for us. (Evil grin)

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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59. shahnameh says:

Azeri based microbirds? Aliyev and Erdogan are walking the

knifeedge but Netan the YAHU has some real problems now, a

little rodef and moser in reverse for 1995:) When will the USS

Donald Cook incident repeat itself?

• Replies: @Commentator Mike

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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60. Brooklyn Dave says:

January 29, 2023 at 12:13 pm GMT • 20.1 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Ray Caruso

Are Jews and the Global elite one and the same? Their are very

many Jews in the global elite, but I think their interests diverge a

bit. Jews hate Russia because of the policies of Tsars (like the

Holy Caust, they haven’t gotten over this one either). The

Bolshevik Revolution was a Jewish revolution, and because of

Putin’s revitalization of Russian nationalism and to some extent

Orthodox Christianity, I believe many Jews feel the need to have

another revolution there. As this Ukrainian boondoggle

continues, I would like to keep an eye on any anti-war movement

happening in Russia itself. If one does take off, you can bet the

somewhere Jews are involved – as they were involved in the

anti-Vietnam war movement here in the 1970s. Jews I don’t

believe, are that concerned about China being brought down.

Too much money to be made there. They know the Chinese

really don’t give a flying fuck about the Holocaust, Jewish

feelings or rainbows spewing forth from gay anuses. To the

Jewish mind, Russia is more of an existential threat (real,

imagined and exaggerated) than China ever will be.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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61. xyzxy says:

January 29, 2023 at 12:13 pm GMT • 20.1 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
It’s clear that for the ‘rules based order’, Russia is a sideshow.

The only real ‘benefit’ from it, for US policy, is that by destroying

European energy supplies via the US destruction of Nordstream,

NATO is now more dependent upon the US than ever.

Their goal is China, but at this late stage of the game the only

way the US could stop unification of Tawian province with the

mainland would either be via a sustained massive conventional

strike on the mainland, or nuclear preemption. The US doesn’t

have the ability for the former.

That is why the US, via NATO, is attempting to rally South

Koreans and Japan. As if they could even help. South Korea has

no real love for Japan, and how any close military commitment

between the two would work out is a big question mark. If South

Korea and Japan turned against each other, it would be quite the

quandary for the US, trying to figure out which one to support.

Both are US occupied countries, so do they even have a choice?

Really, SK and Japan are, as far as the ‘rules based order’ goes ,

just a place for the US to park bombers.

However it is, the Jewish MSM, the Jewish State Department,

and our Jewish bought politicians are preparing the populace for

a war against China.

Yeah… it’s totally insane.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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62. Anon[169] • Disclaimer says:

January 29, 2023 at 12:14 pm GMT • 20.1 hours ago • 500

Words   ↑

Here’s the deal: everyone understands that Russia is only a power capable of
competing with the US because it is backed by a much larger and much wealthier
country called “China.” Russia needs their economy to survive. India wouldn’t be
standing up to the US, nor would Saudi or any of the other former allies pushing back,
if they weren’t getting cover from China.

Everyone understands ?? Well I for one do not understand any

of that ! It all sounds like poppycock. In any case, I also read the

hocus pocus coming out of Rand.

That organization is a sock puppet for the powers that be and not

much else. They say what they are told to say. How many people

here on UR, who have not graduated Harvard, knew supporting

Ukraine was a waste of time ? What is even more disconcerting

are the conditions that exist in this USA. Yesterday I passed a

fellow standing at the traffic lights in freezing weather looking

for financial assistance. Those billions we sent to Z would have

gone a long way here. In time we will rue this transfer. What is

going to happen to all those wetbacks who need financial

assistance ? We certainly dont want to violate their human rights

or heaven forbid their dignity. LOL

Years ago I read a Rand report on the Vietnam War. One line

stated the Vietnamese were an enormously disciplined people.

Really ? It took some asshole from Yale or whatever to write a

400 page report pointing out the sheer will of these people ? Any

soldier in the field from PFC to Field Grade officer, who ever

faced a main force VC or NVA assault could have pointed out

that pertinent fact in the ’60s. Ultimately after 56,000 deaths

and many thousands more maimed physically and mentally,

Rand discreetly explained that maybe the US had a dragon by

the tail and could not win the war.

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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Ultimately we turned tail and fled off the roof of the embassy as

the 120 lb rice, fish head and rat eaters flooded the compound.

Once we left, the Nam stopped being important ie the Gumment

wanted the public to forget about it. “Its in the past now and we

need to move on”.

The US followed up this brilliant exit by other outstanding

performances in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Now, with this latest fiasco in Ukraine, we are told what we knew

from the beginning….by Rand. This kind of stupidity would be

comical if it were not so tragic.

Suggestion: Why dont we recall all US troops from all over the

world and let other people sort out their own problems ? We

have enough household chores to attend to without fucking

around with other people:s dirty laundry.

• Agree: SoUtH, HdC

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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63. JonesHenry says:

January 29, 2023 at 12:17 pm GMT • 20.1 hours ago   ↑
@tosca

That’s right buddy and whether you like it or not Putin is the

savior of white Christian race!

What a man and what a HERO!!!
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• Replies: @Wokechoke, @Brewer
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64. Brosi says:

January 29, 2023 at 12:32 pm GMT • 19.8 hours ago   ↑

Hi guys, I know I’m gonna get a new shit storm, but I have another creative idea.
Germany (ThyssenKrupp) produces one of the world’s best submarines HDW Class
212A. The Bundeswehr has 6 such U-boats. Why not to send one to Ukraine? Then
we’ll kick fleet out of the Black Sea pic.twitter.com/qy75sRVZ76

— Andrij Melnyk (@MelnykAndrij) January 28, 2023

Rand may not like it, but the push for escalation is opposite side

of the “Russia cannot be allowed to win” coin.

• Thanks: Agent76

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

65. SoUtH says:

January 29, 2023 at 12:36 pm GMT • 19.7 hours ago   ↑
@CelestiaQuesta

ZOG. Zionist Operated Government.

But the point is the same whether one uses the word ‘controlled’

or ‘operated.’

Just a clarification, Celestia, for newcomers who did not read the

Richard Solomon article of a few days ago. But you are correct.

Thx.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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66. Justrambling says:

January 29, 2023 at 12:39 pm GMT • 19.7 hours ago   ↑
@John Johnson

Anal troll.

• LOL: Brosi
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67. Anonymous[384] • Disclaimer says:

January 29, 2023 at 12:48 pm GMT • 19.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
Death to UAE’s traitor ‘leaders’ in the service of Jewish mafia

UAE Embassy-Brussels

@UAEEmbassyBXL

 
Jan 27

 
Today, #WeRemember and honour the victims of the Holocaust

on International #HolocaustRemebranceDay As a champion of

religious freedom, tolerance & pluralism, #UAE Foreign

Minister H.H. Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed payed his respects to

the Holocaust Museum in Jerusalem

• Thanks: Brosi

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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68. Anon[169] • Disclaimer says:

January 29, 2023 at 12:57 pm GMT • 19.4 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@RoatanBill

So now two dipshits known as Samuel Charap and

Miranda Priebe are determining US foreign policy.

Why does Congress exist if they have to farm out

foreign policy decisions to two scribblers?

 

I will bet these geniuses are so young they have not even learned

how to wipe their asses. This is the formula in the US

government. The old farts hire young and innocent (anxious to

make a name for themselves) to scribble. However, and I dont

need to tell you this, they are told how to shape the report.

Finally, when the report is done, everything that may be

politically insensitive or not “team spirited” is struck or couched

in “correct language” after endless reviews by everyone from the

janitor to the head tomato.

The final product is for all intents and purposes, sheer bullshit !

The scribblers, for all their academic qualifications, are really

glorified typists. Besides, the names of these two suggest a

Jewish background. Surprise surprise !!

Think about putting your investments, a legal issue or a medical

condition in the hands of a fresh faced 23 year old. THAT, under

the myopic gaze of a political hack, is what we have in DC.

I have a similar case with a family member who owns a

successful business. Upon retirement, he handed the reins to his

eldest son. Staff tell me that to order a box of pencils from a

different supplier means a flurry of reports all of which take time

to read and assimilate. The Big Cheese, possibly failing to

understand a paragraph, then demands a further report “to

dimension an unclear aspect of the proposal” LOL

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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Its a cluster fuck, just like we have in the Beltway !

• Replies: @RoatanBill

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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69. la lumière mon frère says:

January 29, 2023 at 12:59 pm GMT • 19.4 hours ago   ↑
Pardon me, young man,

but with your Tourette-Syndrome-attitude you are discrediting

the argument.

Get yourself some soap and clean your mouth.

• Replies: @Che Guava
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70. rafael martorell says:

January 29, 2023 at 1:00 pm GMT • 19.3 hours ago   ↑
this is about an elite so corrupt and deform that follows and

behave as broken hart spoiled woman.USA policies are Soros

hysteria.Trump and his followers wants close borders ,open the

borders and let everybody in ,like a scorned woman.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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71. Kolya Krassotkin says:

January 29, 2023 at 1:07 pm GMT • 19.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@chris

I saw that interview between Farkas and those two other horse

gals of The Apocalypse. Talk about blood thirsty harpies, and so

much for the nonsense that a world run by women would be a

more peaceful place.

But Farkas heads The McCain Institute, , so her savagery and

cold-bloodedness come as no surprise.

(Given that it’s The McCain Institute, established in honor of

John “Songbird” McCain, it seems it should be an asylum for the

criminally insane, rather than a think tank.)

• Agree: chris

• Replies: @chris
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72. RoatanBill says:

January 29, 2023 at 1:29 pm GMT • 18.9 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Anon

Common sense should indicate that there are no ‘experts’ in

foreign policy just as there are no experts in economics and the

entirety of what the social sciences and humanities represent.

There are only opinionated frauds ready to supply their made up

out of nothing commentary for a paycheck. Just as the

economists are the whores for the bankers, finance generally and

the gov’t, the political policy wonks are the whores that will

produce any justification for what the gov’t has already decided

to implement.

Everything that comes out of the humanities and social sciences

is worthless opinion lacking empirical evidence and yet these

people form the gov’t hierarchy in the ‘west’. Is it any wonder

why the ‘west’ is currently in the process of implosion?

All the think tanks, NGO’s, academics, etc that purport to supply

intelligence without supporting empirically reproducible

evidence to support their conclusions on any matter need to be

shut down for fraud as their opinions aren’t worth any more

than anyone else’s and usually lead to horrible outcomes. All the

‘higher learning’ institutions teaching the bullshit that the

humanities and social sciences represent should be shut down

for the witchcraft they are pushing.

• Agree: H. L. M, HdC

• Replies: @Begemot
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73. Commentator Mike says:

January 29, 2023 at 1:32 pm GMT • 18.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@shahnameh

The collective West never condemns Israeli terrorism in Iran yet

all jump up to condemn Palestinian actions against Israel on

their own stolen lands. Maybe that terrorist attack in Iran was

conducted by Kurdish spies of Israel and not by Azeris. We’ll see.

Iran will have to retaliate either directly or through proxies on

whoever was behind those attacks on their military industries.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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74. Fiendly Neighbourhood Terrorist says: • Website

January 29, 2023 at 1:45 pm GMT • 18.6 hours ago   ↑

“Russia is the last Christian country.”

Which is why Buddhist Buryats, Muslim Chechens, and

Communist Donbassis are far more active in its defence than

“Christian” Russians?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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75. Cking says:

January 29, 2023 at 1:46 pm GMT • 18.6 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
Thank you Mr. Anglin. I’ve always said; what are the two, last,

great, Christian powers fighting to the death, ready to risk and

destroy all humanity? The rational, moral, imperative does not

exist in this battle; it’s completely insane. It’s the MSM, a power

of its’ own, answerable to no one, that subverts our perspective,

our interests, and very identity. The American people do not

know and/or do not consider themselves a member or citizen of

a Christian nation out of fear of being incorrect or worse,

cancelled. Most Americans believe we are fighting a Communist

power that is ready to invade Europe. Funny, when it actually

occurred, the Allies decided to fight and destroy the German

nation-state and annihilate the German people.

I trust the American people will put a stop to this ‘Biden’ Regime

and take a long hard look at our present circumstances that

would take us to the brink of disaster. We have a nation to

rebuild starting with the US government itself. The American

people are trapped in a Perpetual PsyOP, always thinking and

acting on MSM disinformation. We suffer forced and enforced

Ignorance, caused by the power of Globalization, mankind’s

mortal enemy.

• Agree: A. Clifton

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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76. Goonter says:

January 29, 2023 at 1:46 pm GMT • 18.6 hours ago   ↑
@Odyssey

The invading Huns were Christians, huh? And ancient Greece

and Rome built Europe, they were Christian? Christians have the

oddest copes.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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77. Che Guava says:

January 29, 2023 at 1:53 pm GMT • 18.5 hours ago   ↑
@SoUtH

I have read repetitioms of the tale many times, if it’s in a ‘movie’,

what is the title?

• Replies: @SoUtH
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78. Renoman says:

January 29, 2023 at 1:59 pm GMT • 18.4 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
Fixing the Ukraine War

 
The William White Plan

1. Drop all the sanctions, new Government; none of the existing

members are eligible

 
2. EU to rebuild NS 1&2, Russia will sell gas to the EU for half of

what the Americans are currently charging, price increase to the

cost of living for 20 years.

 
3. Ukraine Neutral, no army, no weapons, no NATO, Russia to

provide protection and Police services for 50 years.

 
4. Russia takes to the River , Odessa is Russian but the Port will

be free for Ukraine to ship through.

 
5. The Rump stays but the Nazi’s must go. Any talk of Nazism

will result in long jail sentences or death.

 
6. Freedom of Religion and language to be guaranteed.

 
7. Election must be fair and democratic, certified by the UN, no

foreign powers allowed on Ukrainian soil at any time unless

licensed by Russia.

 
8. No nuclear weapons in Countries bordering Russia.

 
9. No western Banks in Russia or Ukraine.

 
10. Foreign embassies to have a staff of no more than 50 people

all accounted for at all times. No attachments to foreign

governments [fake embassies].

 
11. All foreign business’ wishing to do business in Ukraine must

obtain a license from Russia. No appeals.

12. Ukraine must pay all rebuilding costs from the war, any

foreign contractors must be approved and supervised by Russia.

 
13. Russia will control all border points, Visa and passport

departments for Ukraine. No duel citizenship for Ukrainians. To

retain Citizenship Ukrainians must physically live in Ukraine at

least 200 days per year, minimum stay 90 consecutive days.

People wishing to travel must be up to date on their taxes or they
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can’t leave, maximum $20k US dollars equivalent allowed to

take out of the country.

 
14. No foreign Land owner or corporation can own any more

than $500k US dollar equivalent in property.

 
I look upon this as a starting point, greater minds than mine are

available, I would start with Mr. Lavrov

• Replies: @QCIC, @Brosi
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79. Che Guava says:

January 29, 2023 at 2:08 pm GMT • 18.2 hours ago   ↑
@la lumière mon frère

You have to take care on this site, in that reply links vanish in a

few minutes. So that, whoever you were addressing, the link isn’t

there now.
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80. Annacat says:

January 29, 2023 at 2:17 pm GMT • 18.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Chuck Orloski

@Chuck Orloski

 
“Am half Polish and am ashamed how Poland has succumbed to

the will of International Jewry.”

As a half Polish myself, I wish I could disagree, but I cannot,

Chuck!

 
Poles are nowadays competing – harder than ever- with Jews on

the “crucial privilege” of making the major victims of the

“horrible” Germans.

• Agree: Chuck Orloski
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81. anonymous[322] • Disclaimer says:

January 29, 2023 at 2:24 pm GMT • 17.9 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
“India wouldn’t be standing up to the US, nor would Saudi or

any of the other former allies pushing back, if they weren’t

getting cover from China.”

India is standing up to the US? That’s news to me. Indians and

Chinese, notwithstanding Buddhism, can’t stand each other.

China has already gained a small piece of the Indian territory

and wants to gobble up one of its northeastern states altogether

and India, conversely, wants to regain the Askai Chin which was

ceded to China by the perfidious Pakis and prevent the Yellow

Monster from getting more of its land. Furthermore, India needs

Tibet to be independent nation, neither allied to China or India,

thus creating a buffer zone between the two countries. And India

knows very well which side its bread is buttered and would not

lift a finger to see its nemesis being humbled by the US. And

that’s all I got to say about that!

• Replies: @RJ Macready
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82. SoUtH says:

January 29, 2023 at 2:34 pm GMT • 17.8 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Che Guava

Not sure of the point that you are making here, Che, but those

living in the belly of the beast are witnessing the 2030 plan being

implemented one step at a time. Most recently, they are going

after organic foods, including but not limited to eggs by

introducing “substances” to the feed.

To this point, if you are interested, you can have a look at the

comments to the recent Richard Solomon ZOG article. Loner

Feral Cat posted a vid at [61] that I felt was so important that I

summarized it at comment [148] for goal to share that content in

a quicker format.

I feel that to raise the question of domestic implications from a

Ukr defeat is a legitimate topic to raise because it represents a

fork in the road, so to speak. We all get these in our lives, from

time to time, and the fork we select (or ignore) can change ones

destiny.

US is being afforded the opportunity to change its ways. As a

resident here, it is helpful to speculate on whether the RU defeat,

together with the abandonment of the dollar and US goods by

more and more countries, is sufficient paroxysm for the Owners

to change their ways. If not, then there are significant

implications, consequences, for every resident here.

As the saying goes, to be forewarned is to be forearmed. Also,

not every visiter here is as well read as you and I. People are

awakening day by day. It is new info for many.
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83. Wokechoke says:

January 29, 2023 at 2:36 pm GMT • 17.7 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

You failed to read the article. The basics are that Russia is an

overwhelmingly Orthodox Christian nation. The basic stuff on

the wikipedia page provides maps of where you’ll find the

Christians clustered, Western Russia, around 58.000,000

practicing Orthodox centered around Moscow and St

Petersburg. Exactly where you’ll find the Muslims clustered on

the Caucasus border with Azerbaijan and Georgia and

Kazakstan. The Buddhists are all in East Asia.

For the benefit of readers who are following this thread, the

concentrations of Britain, Germany and France’s Muslims are

the result of importing via migration. Western European

Muslims are to be found in London, Hamburg, Paris,

Birmingham, Manchester, Marsailles, Amiens…not on the outer

fringe of the state border with neighboring Muslim countries,

where you might expect to find them naturally.

Western Europe’s cities are overrun with rape-y Darkies and

Brown people who were gratuitously imported by the same

people making war on Russia. The Russians can claim they

conquered some savages at their border and populated their own

border cities as colonies among these cutthroats.

I digress, you’d like nothing more than to get every Muslim in

Russia to kill ethnic Russians.

• Agree: Commentator Mike, Lurker
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84. anon[465] • Disclaimer says:

January 29, 2023 at 2:37 pm GMT • 17.7 hours ago   ↑
Hi Andrew,

When will the daily be up again?

Look forward to its return.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

85. Wokechoke says:

January 29, 2023 at 2:38 pm GMT • 17.7 hours ago   ↑
@Cking

The US is no Christian power. It’s a secular humanist republic.

Run by Jews using niggers as a sort of urban cancer/enforcer.

• Agree: A. Clifton
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86. Petermx says:

January 29, 2023 at 2:40 pm GMT • 17.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
Even if something happened to Putin, they are united now and

someone else will take his place. The western psychos have

alienated most Russians that wanted to be part of the west.

Dmitry Medvedev is no longer the softy he was and I’m sure they

have others that could take Putin’s place too.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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87. Wokechoke says:

January 29, 2023 at 2:42 pm GMT • 17.6 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@JonesHenry

there are 145,000,000 Russians and 150,000 Jews living in

Russia. It’s about as Jew free as you can get without a totalizing

pogrom. At least the Jews who are there wear the silly hats and

beards to be easily identified. Someone like Blinken or Biden

with his Jewish grandchildren or the Clinton’s with one only

daughter who converted to Judaism are far more insidious than

a fedora tipping rabbi.

The Russians are also attempting to depose Zelenskyy the Jew

King of Kiev btw.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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88. Doug Ryler says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:12 pm GMT • 17.1 hours ago   ↑
@spacewanderer

The JEWISH hatred of all things Russian (read: Christian) is

obvious since it’s a century long and very well documented.

http://biblicisminstitute.wordpress.com/2015/03/17/the-truth-

about-the-conflict-with-russia/
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89. Sanjay90 says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:15 pm GMT • 17.1 hours ago • 1,000

Words   ↑
Hello,

China is self-imploding due to dysgenics and mutational load.

Their population count is falling at an extremely fast rate due to

Emperor Xi’s own policy of promoting extreme feminism in

China, pushing every Chinese female to get fully educated and

acquire full-time careers, thus no longer needing husbands to

survive and thus deciding that having children is just an

impediment to personal financial and hedonistic interests. Also,

China’s national median IQ is dropping quickly due to dysgenics.

China is also becoming genetically very sociopathic,

atheistic/nihilistic, and non-industrious/lazy. If the Ashkenazim

want to defeat China, all they need to do is aggressively study all

the research of Dr. Michael Anthony Woodley of Menie. They

should also get him to restart his research. For some unknown

reason, Dr. Woodley of Menie has quit all his research and now

just hides out in his parents home, playing with his collection of

birds. Woodley of Menie is Ashkenazi property, as are all

Gentiles.

The Ashkenazim should make Taiwan a military fortress. The

problem with invading the island of Taiwan is that the only way

for China to land there is to send all their ships through the

waters, which theoretically can be all sunk before landing if

Taiwan is given the proper missiles. If the Ashkenazim don’t

want to overtly give weapons to Taiwan, they can, for the greater

Askenazi good, and for the glory of the Ashkenazi ancestors and

the Ashkenazi G-d, simply digitally send the blueprints to

Taiwan’s military over the internet so they can quickly build the

weapons themselves. Yes, this means sharing patented

technology with Taiwan, but it’s a sacrifice that must be accepted

to defeat China and bring eternal glory to the Askenazim. Also,

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Sanjay90
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remember that at the genetic level, Emperor Xi is “all talk and no

action” when it comes to threats of military action against the

international Ashkenazi population. So, the Ashkneazim should

just ignore his threats and do what needs to be done. I don’t

know if the Ashkenazi strategy is to make Taiwan a part of NATO

and the West, or to actually facilitate a highly destructive war

between Taiwan and China for the purpose of completely

collapsing China, but whatever the goal is, just do it now.

Also, the Ashkenazim have barely even started an economic war

against China. Why has the Ashkenazim not sunk the world’s

biggest computer company, Lenovo? All their computers use

Intel processors and other Intel parts, and all their gaming

laptops use NVidia and AMD graphics processors. Immediately

end the supply to China, and Lenovo immediately goes out of

business, making HP the largest international computer

company, and HP has an Ashkenazi CEO. The truth is that while

China is propping up Russia, the Ashkenazim are propping up

China. Most Western goods are still manufactured in China. The

Ashkenazim should carry out a “Shock and Awe” economic war

on China.

I see no real reason for the Ashkenazim to end the war in

Ukraine. First, only Gentile soldiers are dying, not any

Ashkenazi people. Second, Gentile workers will keep on working

to keep the Western economy going, no matter how much the

Ashkenazim abuse them. Gentiles are all genetically deteriorated

and will never unite to have a civil war to take back their nations

from the Ashkenazim. So, why should the Ashkenazim quit?

Next, regarding energy, the problem is simply the Ashkenazi

policy to “go green.” Trump had the right ideas on energy

independence. The Ashkenazim can still decide to change their

mind and implement Trump’s energy policies of radically

increasing oil/gas production in America and the West. Also, the

Ashkenazim can just take the Middle Eastern oil and gas by force
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by implementing the same strategy they did on Iraq, Syria,

Libya, and Egypt. The Middle East has a median IQ of 82.

Stepping on them is like stepping on a cockroach – no

consequential resistance. Also, Venezuela’s oil and gas can be

taken by force. All it would require is a quick “Shock and Awe”

attach, and then having the West’s military secure all their

energy infrastructure and prepare them for export to the West.

Venezuela and the entire Middle East are de facto Ashkenazi

property.

Also, the Ashkenazim can always once again “go green” AFTER

both Russia and China are defeated, which would give the

Ashkenazim enough time to continue to build up the “green”

infrastructure so that once the West again “goes green,” the

infrastructure will be ready and won’t cause any economic

disruptions.

Regarding Russia, remember that the Russian Slav’s absolute

population count is going down, and now the young fertile males

are dying in the war. Russian Slavic females don’t reproduce

much, and Russia is being flooded with genetically primitive

Central Asians. The most intelligent Russian Slavs are fleeing

Russia to make money in the West. Thus, what all this shows is

that the war is slowly weakening Russia at the genetic level, and

will eventually bring forth their collapse. So, why should the

Ashkenazim end the war? Not only should the Ashkenazim not

end the war, but they should open up more fronts, such as

through Georgia, since Georgia might be interested in getting

back their land that was annexed by Putin.

By the way, Russia is not a Christian country. Historical

Christianity never embraced the Ashkenazim and made “Anti-

Semitism” illegal, like Putin has, and never embraced racial

diversity, religious diversity, and cultural diversity, like Putin

has. Putin himself is atheist, as well as all his top politicians and

military leaders. And perhaps half of the Russian population
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practice some watered-down/diluted form of Christianity, but

the other half are atheistic/nihilistic/secular. Putin uses

Christianity to control the population. He personally has hand-

picked the religious leader of Russian Christianity, and the

leader was required to embrace Putin and embrace Cultural

Marxism. And if any leader of a smaller Church says something

Putin does not like, he is imprisoned, such as the smaller church

leader who claimed that the coronavirus fiasco was actually an

Ashkenazi plan to weaken Russia. Mr. Ron Unz has actually

proven that the Ashkenazim was indeed behind it, in that they

engineered the virus as an economy-disrupting bio-weapon

against China, which later spread to Russia.

Thank You,

Sanjay

• Replies: @Commentator Mike, @Hapalong Cassidy, @Davy

Crockit
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90. SteveK9 says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:17 pm GMT • 17.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
You are underestimating Russia. The US could not conquer

Russia in 5 years, 10 years or 100 years. And that is without

Russia turning to nukes, which they would do if an existential

defeat was looming. The war is lasting this long because Russia

thought there would be more active support inside Ukraine, and

they did not expect the US to cross one ‘red line’ after another.

• Agree: Derer

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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91. Sanjay90 says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:19 pm GMT • 17.0 hours ago   ↑
Hello, I posted the above long post, but it vanished, so I posted it

again. Was this a computer glitch, or did the moderator delete

it? If it was deleted, may I ask why? did I break a rule? Was my

post too controversial? Thank you,

Sanjay

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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92. Agent76 says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:21 pm GMT • 17.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
January 26, 2023 Lockheed Wants Ukraine’s War to Expand

Into Russia

On January 25th, the Financial Timesheadlined “Lockheed ready

with F-16s as Kyiv allies revive debate over fighter jets”, and

reported that: Lockheed Martin has said it stands ready to meet

demand for its F-16 aircraft as some of Ukraine’s closest

European allies revive efforts to provide fighter jets to Kyiv. …

https://theduran.com/lockheed-wants-ukraines-war-to-expand-

into-russia/

Jan 24, 2023 USA Himars Rockets Hit Russian Railroad

Infrastructure

In the night Ukraine fired 6 USA supplied HIMARs and hit the

railroad infrastructure in Ilovisk. In my investigation my

conclusions include the rockets came down in 3 sets of 2, each

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Agent76
https://theduran.com/lockheed-wants-ukraines-war-to-expand-into-russia/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/lockheed-martin.jpg
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set had a different target and armament. The first Set I saw had

one surface explosion and one underground explosion directed

to Damage the electric station of the railroad system.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/zu2ZCQ6VQIY

• Thanks: Ulf Thorsen

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

93. Commentator Mike says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:28 pm GMT • 16.9 hours ago   ↑
@Sanjay90

Since you fail to compete with China in anything else, you now

tout population growth where you are clear winners.
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94. Decoy says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:29 pm GMT • 16.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Anonymous

So our plan is to coerce two of our vassal states into restricting

exports of “some” chip making machinery to China. It’s like no

one in DC is aware that China beats us in STEM grads by about 8

to 1 and probably 30 + % of “our” STEM grads have more loyalty

to China than the United States. In our 77 years as a super

power, and 30 years as the only super power, we’ve morphed

from world’s liberator/policeman to world’s bully to world’s

mafia. Once the BRICS become a viable alternative to DC there

will be a lot of BRICS countries looking for payback. I don’t see

this sanctions mania ending well for the US. We did everything

we could to convince India to join us against Russian oil but it

didn’t work. That may come to be seen as the point the Empires

control peaked and started its decline.

• Agree: Kolya Krassotkin
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95. anonymous[534] • Disclaimer says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:32 pm GMT • 16.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@ayesha

That’s an important question – whom do you accept as least

horrible overlord

Am shocked at the dialogue here not realising that the China-

Taiwan situation is the exact moral opposite of the Russia-

Donbass situation

East Ukraine Russians WANT (and need) Russian protection …

Taiwanese DO NOT WANT to be in Beijing’s China … that is

EVERYTHING

As much as I detest NATO, the US Biden gov, the Zelensky

regime and globohomo … I absolutely support the right of self-

determination for everyone on the planet

And I fear the Chinese-led dystopia would be much worse than

even Western globohomo, tyranny without trannys maybe, but

still tyranny, with even less hope of escape

Tho I wish NATO would abandon Zelensky today … I support

drawing the line at Taiwan against Beijing … Chinese victory

would lead to mega-creepy NWO 2.0 … sadly pumped by Unz-

ers like Anglin and Escobar … Klaus Schwab’s son Olivier

married a Chinese, after all

• Replies: @Hulkamania
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96. Independent Thinking says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:41 pm GMT • 16.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
The US wants to fight a war with China to retain its hegemony.

The irony is the US Globalists have spent the past 40 years

building China into a world power by sending all its

manufacturing to China.

Globalists careen from one short-term solution to another, all at

the little people’s expense.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

97. Ulf Thorsen says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:43 pm GMT • 16.6 hours ago   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

Mariinka is sizing up to be a sort of Bakhmut 2.0
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98. Decoy says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:45 pm GMT • 16.6 hours ago   ↑
@CelestiaQuesta

Anyone who has aspirations of turning Ukraine into another

Israel is delusional. They apparently are forgetting how

prominent and powerful the boys from the Azov group and Right

Sector are in the Ukie government and military. And those boys

are not going to go quietly into the night.

• Replies: @QCIC
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99. europeasant says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:48 pm GMT • 16.5 hours ago   ↑
@John Johnson

J J says

 
“Russia is the last Christian country.

 
Ridiculous.

 
Ukraine percent Christian: 78%”

How is it that a Jew was elected Ukraine leader?

• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta, @Wokechoke, @Shamu
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100. anonymous[422] • Disclaimer says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:48 pm GMT • 16.5 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@spacewanderer

https://www.rt.com/news/570653-pfizer-engineered-covid-

mutation/

 
“US drugmaker Pfizer admitted on Friday that it “engineered”

treatment-resistant variants of Covid-19 in order to test its

antiviral medicine. The admission partially backs up earlier

claims by an executive with the company who told an undercover

reporter that Pfizer was deliberately “mutating” the virus to

“preemptively develop new vaccines.””

hummm Ron’ claims 99% certain the virus was not bio

engineered in a laboratory; Jeffrey Sacks does not agree?

Russian’s claim several biolabs were discovered in Ukraine?

several websites have claimed a collage of military installations

(including its drone facilities and its oil refineries) in Iran were

hit last night with a Drone attack and that the attacks were

coincident with a 5.9 earthquake.. ? Presstv acknowledges

something happened.

https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2023/01/29/697167/Iran-repels-

micro-aerial-vehicle-attack-Isfahan Many say Russia is getting

its drones from Iran?

I read the overly simpleton Rand report which adds nothing new

AFAICT. I don’t understand why Rand published it? It seemed to

be suggesting the War in Ukraine with Russia should be ended

in order to save resources and in order to focus on a new war

with China. but the depth of those arguments, IMO, were below

content quality normal for such arguments? Why did that

document get published, I wonder?

• Replies: @xyzxy
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101. Ulf Thorsen says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:49 pm GMT • 16.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@saggy

I have, for at least 20 years, both read and heard commentators

claim that Israel wants to get East and West(specifically Russia

and the US/Europe) to destroy each other and leave Israel as the

world chief superpower with the capitol of the world gov in

Jerusalem. That far back I wasn’t really seeing concrete evidence

of that going on but, of course, as time has gone on it is looking

more and more to be the case. There was also the book written I

believe in the early 1960s wherein Ben Gurion(?) also claimed

world gov to be the goal with Jeruslaem as capitol.

• Replies: @Passing By, @saggy, @Derer
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102. Crush Limbraw says: • Website

January 29, 2023 at 3:52 pm GMT • 16.5 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
If one is a student of history, this has been a war between Old

Scratch Satan and Christ from Genesis to Revelation –

http://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/2021/03/in-essenceit-

always-wasand-still-isa.html – and the winner is already

determined. Of course, a lot of collateral damage during the

process is a given by our human inclination to play God instead

of following His commandments.

 
Example – DaChurch in what we call Western Civilization is now

essentially Churchianity –

http://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/2016/08/mailvox-what-is-

churchianity-vox-day.html – a church of humanism. As a result,

most pew sitters would be appalled by the behavior of Jesus and

His Apostles – since our focus has become spiritual navel gazing

rather than salting the cultural landscape. In effect, DaSalt has

lost its flavor and is being ground into DaDirt.

 
However, there is always a remnant – as also evidenced from

Genesis to Revelation – which carries on throughout history’s

thick or thin, and can be counted on to do His will as

commanded. It is not for the faint of heart!

 
A good book to read would be Paradise Restored by David

Chilton……available from American Vision and other sources.

• Replies: @anarchyst
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103. Ulf Thorsen says:

January 29, 2023 at 3:55 pm GMT • 16.4 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@eckbach

I could well believe that. It is America and European nations

whose economies are being destroyed, not Russia or China.

There are only 2 possibilities. Either the western leaders are all

incompetent fools or they are using Ukraine war as cover to

destroy their own inddustrial capacities and in turn destroy the

lives of their own people. It can be only one of those 2

possibilities,

• Replies: @Passing By
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104. Decoy says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:00 pm GMT • 16.3 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@meamjojo

Wagner group graves “were adorned with simple wooden crosses

and brightly colored wreaths”. At least some recognition of the

dead soldiers/mercenaries is permitted in Russia. Perhaps you

need to be reminded that Zelinsky has decreed that parents and

spouses of Ukraine soldiers killed in action are not even

permitted to place a flag of the country they gave their life for on

the gravesite. You know……bad optics and one brave journalist

might start counting.
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105. Tranceislife says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:01 pm GMT • 16.3 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
This is an article which doesn’t take force structures nor strategic

weapons role in geoplotics into consideration but is really a Jew

bashing one – Firstly,the strategic balance moved in Russia’s

favour once they started fielding their zircon missiles – That

means the the purported US advantage via submarine launched

ballistic missiles were being obliterated because now Russia

would strike faster and deeper into the Heartland where

Americans are feeling very sheltered – That advantage got

multiplied when Sarmat and Poseidon and S500 and now S550

was launched which means that not only will Russia stop a first

launch of US nuclear weapons,it would also counter strike at the

same time to wipe the US from the Earth’s surface alongside it’s

lackeys in Europe and Asia who are stupid enough to join –

China and India are sheltering under the protection of Russian

strategic weapons, not the other way around – Plus the US will

never start a war with China without India’s permission and

which it won’t give because it knows that it will be next – India

will close the Indian Ocean and the Malacca straits to all naval

traffic and it’s submarine and missile forces have become very

powerful that it can sustain this blockade for a long time – So no

, Rand can write all kind of wet dreams but they are just an

indication of the insularity of Americans,not what America can

do – The fact that this report was written up and leaked online

just when Milley has lost his argument with the WH and State

neocon brigade about continuing supplies to the Ukrainian

blackhole shows that the Pentagon is deathly afraid that any war

with any near peer competitors would lead to the utter

destruction of the entire US armed forces

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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106. Passing By says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:07 pm GMT • 16.2 hours ago   ↑
@Ulf Thorsen

It also can be both.
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107. Passing By says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:18 pm GMT • 16.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Ulf Thorsen

Jacques Attali has been the éminence grise of every French

president since François Mitterrand. He even boasted that he

“invented” Macron. Here he is saying at the end of the video that

“one could dream of Jerusalem becoming the capital of a world

government b/c it’s a nice place for the capital of the world

government”:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/D84_Kb2P6so

• Thanks: Ulf Thorsen

• Replies: @Anonymous
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108. Brian Damage says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:22 pm GMT • 16.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
There are a lot of publicly accessible documents at the RAND

corporation website. I am sure other countries also use these

resources. I am quite sure China used the suggestions by a

RAND article on the de-radicalization of radical Islamists on

those radicalized Uyghurs returning back to Xinjiang after

fighting with ISIS in the middle East.
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109. eudion2 says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:25 pm GMT • 15.9 hours ago • 500

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

Anglin celebrates war, uses terms like “double anal” and then makes an appeal to
Christianity.

Anglin is just saying that the war is working in favor of Russia.

He uses the term ‘double anal’ because it accurately describes

the only ‘value’ that the West is sincerely promoting at this point

(as opposed to its clearly insincere promotion of values like

democracy and national sovereignty).

However, I agree that Anglin has a very limited, superficial

understanding of historical Christianity. It’s apparent he either

isn’t aware or is glossing over the fact that the Bible was written

by Jews and promotes Jews as the ‘Chosen People’ and Jewish

domination of the whole world under their Messiah (which isn’t

Jesus). This ideology of Jewish Supremacy is boldly expressed in

the Old Testament, translated into a thousand languages and

carried by every Bible-thumper as 2/3 of the text of the Christian

Bible — and not tucked away in obscure passages of the obscure

Talmud.

If we weren’t talking about Jews, everyone would see from the

Old Testament that the Jews are Nazis. The Jewish Old

Testament promotes national identity, racial superiority, racial

purity, ethnic cleansing, genocide, authoritarianism, and global

domination on behalf of the Jews. The Bible even invents a new

type of slavery that pagans never dreamt. It’s called ‘Bond

Slavery,’ in which a slave consents to have his descendants

forever sentenced to enslavement for all future generations

without ever hope of emancipation. Imagine a society where

such a ‘contract’ is treated as legally binding! ‘Bond Slavery’ is

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=eudion2
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regarded in the Old Testament as a societal ideal, which it is —

for Jewish slave masters. With that in mind, consider the

possibility that at Masada, the Romans were the good guys . . . .

Despite Jews whining incessantly about Christian persecution,

their divinely-exalted position under Christianity is why Jews

have been tolerated and ascendant in the West for so long, while

in countries where Christianity is not the dominant religion,

Jews live in tiny communities that attain a modest level of

prosperity but pretty much keep to themselves and don’t cause

trouble to anyone else. Because they know what would happen if

they did.

Anglin’s selective ignorance of how Christianity enables Judaism

is one of the many reasons I’m wary of Anglin. That and of

course his sweeping, unfair statements against blacks and

women, gays and yes, Jews. Still, he comes off as a breath of

fresh air in a society where blacks are always treated as magical

and women always as saints, and where the mildest of

questioning the agendas of gays, transgenders, and Those Who

Must Not Be Named is met with social and financial

cancellation.

Moreover, much of what Anglin calls ‘Christianity’ is just

traditional human social values, which have naturally evolved

almost universally in every society as a matter of societal

survival. That part about Christianity I like, but again,

Christianity also carries a lot of baggage, much of it Jewish, that

I don’t like at all, and I cringe every time Anglin goes into one of

his ill-informed rants on behalf of Christianity. Just saying,

Mister Defender of Western Civilization ought to read the entire

Bible someday, instead of just pulling up quotes with google

searches.

• Replies: @Wokechoke, @Crush Limbraw, @Jews Rock!
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110. Old and Grumpy says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:26 pm GMT • 15.9 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
It seems like the American powers that be have so many

different Machiavellian plots for world domination and white

man genocide, that they are know starting to shoot themselves in

the foot. Is China really the bogeyman? Or is the saber rattling

done to bring back the MAGA crowd back to the military? Seems

like an awful lot US assets are still happily being sold to China

for them to be our new best enemy.

Speaking of military and economic growth for world domination,

how are you going to achieve it with zoomers and millennials

groomed to be circus freaks? I get they are fanatically loyal to

their groomers, but they are still human weakened stock. How

about all those drug pushing to those literal zombified users ?

What can they do for the GAE? In 2023 you still need strong and

healthy men to win a war.

Finally how does Israel’s drone bombing of Iran fit in with any of

it? The Iran attack seems like a doubling down on Russia hate,

but the RAND Machiavellians seem to be readying their “don’t

blame me” card. It is really becoming a huge sh*#show.

• Replies: @Ulf Thorsen
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111. anon[366] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:28 pm GMT • 15.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
BY THE way, the symbiosis between American politicians and

the Zionist lobby produced another weird curiosity this week.

The US Congress unanimously adopted a law that makes it easy

for Israelis to immigrate to the US for good. All we have to do

now is to buy a small business in America – say a little

delicatessen shop in a corner of Brooklyn, for half the price of an

apartment in Jerusalem – to automatically become American

residents, and eventually citizens.”

Uri Avnery

https://www.counterpunch.org/2012/03/23/the-ghetto-within/

WTF?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

112. QCIC says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:28 pm GMT • 15.9 hours ago   ↑
@Renoman

Your plan looks about right.
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113. Hapalong Cassidy says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:29 pm GMT • 15.9 hours ago   ↑
@Sanjay90

“Also, China’s national median IQ is dropping quickly due to

dysgenics“

Maybe they can fix that by importing more Africans. Oh wait,

that’s us.
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114. xyzxy says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:35 pm GMT • 15.8 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@anonymous

I don’t understand why Rand published it? …the depth of those arguments, IMO,
were below content quality normal for such arguments? Why did that document get
published, I wonder?

First, there are no good or ‘ in-depth quality’ arguments for our

involvement in the Ukraine, much less a war with China. But

that is not the point of these studies.

Like the other recent ‘study’ showing that the US could ‘win’

(whatever that means) a war with China, over Taiwan province,

no one believes that is really possible. At least no one outside the

State Department. I don’t even think DOD types believe that,

and they are the ones who will have to figure it out. Maybe Lloyd

Austin believes it. Who knows?

The point is to get the idea of a possible or likely war out front, in

the news cycle, in order to get folks accustomed to it. Also, to gin

up funding for the MIC, in anticipation of the upcoming war.

Whether there will actually be a war with China, over Taiwan?

Your guess is as good as mine, or anyone’s. However, as crazy

and insane as such a thing may seem, I wouldn’t discount it out

right, given the lunatics who are in charge of the US and NATO.
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115. Desert Fox says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:37 pm GMT • 15.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
The Rand think tank is a zionist controlled agent provocateur for

the zionist controlled pentagram and the zionist controlled ZUS

regime, whose goal is hell fire and destruction for every nation

that comes under their target, especially the Christian

populations of these countries, zionism is communism on

steroids, but they have went a bridge too far in their war against

Russia.

Russia is winning in the war with the ZUS creation from hell aka

NATO, this is not Iraq or Libya or Yugoslavia or Syria or Yemen,

etc., Russia is more powerful in more ways than just the military

and is giving an ass kicking to the ZUS and its NATO Operation

Gladio mercenary forces.

Russia is the only real Christian nation left on the earth, the

churches in America are cowed by their zionist controllers into

silence, just as they were on the covid-19 scam and psyop!

• Agree: CelestiaQuesta

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
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116. EliteCommInc. says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:38 pm GMT • 15.7 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
Laugh. I have appreciated Rand for some time. T%here main

argument is predicated one a large assumption. no NATO EU or

US counter offensive. Without that, in my view their position is

rather optimistic.

“I read the overly simpleton Rand report which adds nothing

new AFAICT”

agree.

Hence the issues regarding advanced weapons. Without the

personnel capable of actually using them in battle. Providing

them might not do much good. And why, my position has always

been for the US to actually get in the fight a long time ago. We

tip toed around and every delay gave Russia room and

confidence.

Furthermore Rand’s weight rests on the assumption that the

issue is to Ukraine and not about the long term consequences of

US failures in Iraq, Afghanistan, and the ME in general. NATO<

the US did not call Pres Putin's bluff, They quivered and shivered

shell shocked by the threat of nuclear war. Europe of all regions

should have said, it's a two way street Russia.

—————————–

Hmmmm . . . given that China's silk road runs through Europe a

location of some concentrated wealth, i don't buy their claims,

unless, they believe they will benefit financially from rebuilding

Europe. But in the last ten years the tensions between European

society and the Chinese have only gotten worse. The muscle

flexing in Europe by China, is none too welcome. The

governments of Europe nor the US don't have to engage in

immediate actual ware. They simply have to reduce their export

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=EliteCommInc.
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rules and manufacturing practices, Sanction US manufacturing

to foregn countries. build at home and return china back to

figuring out how to feed its population.

Hence the reason why China has spent the last ten years eagerly

seeking a way around the dollar and the potential U turn of the

west's capital to fuel their economies.

• Replies: @Hulkamania
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117. Hulkamania says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:40 pm GMT • 15.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@anonymous

East Ukraine Russians WANT (and need) Russian protection … Taiwanese DO NOT
WANT to be in Beijing’s China … that is EVERYTHING

No, it’s nothing.

I absolutely support the right of self-determination for everyone on the planet

Taiwan will never have “self-determination” because it’s a piddly

little island with no power. It will always be under a larger

power.

As much as I detest NATO, the US Biden gov, the Zelensky regime and globohomo

You cannot honestly say you detest any of these, since you want

them to control Taiwan.
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118. Skeptikal says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:44 pm GMT • 15.6 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
“Eventually, it is going to have to come to some point where both

sides are able to declare victory.”

Not sure I agree with this.

The Russians will continue to fight until they have achieved

genuine victory *on their terms.*

I think they don’t give a s— now about helping the Yanks save

face any more than they now care about Ukie “face.”

They are in it to win, and to be seen clearly to win.

Just my 2c/ worth.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

119. RJ Macready says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 4:49 pm GMT • 15.5 hours ago   ↑
@anonymous

India is a backward 3rd world shithole that doesn’t deserve to be

mentioned in such talks.

• Replies: @anonymous
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120. CelestiaQuesta says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:00 pm GMT • 15.3 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@europeasant

“How is it that a Jew was elected Ukraine leader?”

By the same methods and procedures a den of thieves used to

install the illegitimate Brandon Regime populated with Israel

Firsters.

It’s all one big global racket and we are just background noise

used for added production value.

This years winners at the Film Actors Guild (((FAG))) awards

show will only be for those inclusive, POC, LGBT, Obese, anti

white…..ad infinitum with a very special quest appearance by

Ukrainian President – Vlad the Penis Pianist Virtuoso

nominated for Best War Ponzi/Madoff/Bankman Freed scam in

history.

• Replies: @Notsofast
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121. anarchyst says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:05 pm GMT • 15.3 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Crush Limbraw

Your statement:

Example – DaChurch in what we call Western Civilization is now essentially
Churchianity –

…is actually “holocaustianity”, the new “world religion” from

which no dissent or questioning is permitted.

Even Canada has criminalized any statements that runs counter

to the “officially accepted narrative” that poses any doubt to the

“holocaust” tale.

Jew-run “kangaroo courts” in the various countries that have

embraced “holocaustianity” as their official state religion

have gone after “non-believers” with a vengeance, fining,

imprisoning and deporting “non-believers”.

Monika Schaefer, Ursula Haverbeck, Sylvia Stolz, Ernst

Zundel among many others are “holocaustianity” martyrs who

have been incarcerated for their beliefs.

 
Not good…

• Replies: @Crush Limbraw
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122. Ulf Thorsen says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:05 pm GMT • 15.3 hours ago   ↑
@Old and Grumpy

All very good points
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123. Anonymous[147] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:08 pm GMT • 15.2 hours ago   ↑
@Passing By

And by inventing Macron, does that mean child sodomy?
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124. Hulkamania says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:11 pm GMT • 15.2 hours ago   ↑
@EliteCommInc.

Europe and the USA could not compete with China in

manufacturing even if they wanted to. Ironically, your attitude,

that China is incompetent and cannot stand on its own without

western support, is exactly the attitude that caused western

oligarchs to underestimate China in the first place.

• Agree: Decoy
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125. Shamu says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:14 pm GMT • 15.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Odyssey

Orban is Protestant, and he more than hints about the big

problems with our age’s Western Christianity. Protestantism is a

largely Judaizing series of heresies, and Vatican II Catholicism is

an attempt to placate both Jews and Liberal Protestants.

My advice to everyone is: either Latin Mass Traditional

Catholicism or Eastern Orthodoxy. Everything else produces too

much inadvertent bad fruit.

• Agree: Skeptikal, Passing By, anarchyst
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126. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:17 pm GMT • 15.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@eudion2

In the context of Russian Orthodoxy, it’s a National church with

around 58,000,000 Russians observing it in a way that is

considered “practicing”. That’s a considerable number of co-

ethnics in a single national institution. Another 40,000,000 are

co-ethnic Russians who are agnostic or atheist but would

instinctively defend Orthodoxy when push comes to shove.
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127. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:19 pm GMT • 15.0 hours ago   ↑
@europeasant

And how is the mayor of Kiev also Jewish…

• Replies: @Shamu
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128. brostoevsky says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:20 pm GMT • 15.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

The rainbow warrior strikes again. Are you a masochist or

something? You’ve come to the wrong place to push deep state

propaganda brosef. Most Russians something akin to lax

Catholics. Christmas and Easter you know. Moreover, a lot of

moral values in Russia come from Christianity, even irreligious

people abide by them.
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129. boynkin says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:23 pm GMT • 15.0 hours ago   ↑
The US and Nato can fuck around and find out if they keep

escalating. Russia could Dresden the Ukraine any time it wants

to. Up to this point, it doesn’t.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

130. Notsofast says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:25 pm GMT • 14.9 hours ago   ↑
think tanks, think tanks…..

 
russians, think hypersonic missiles.

 
me thinks, think tanks have tanked.
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131. Pop Warner says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:26 pm GMT • 14.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Hulkamania

Percentage of a population claiming to be Christian is not really a good measure of
anything.

You’re right, a better measure would be what percentage of the

Christian population attends Mass weekly. In Russia it is very

low, much lower than in the US or Poland. I admire Russia’s

efforts to bring the church back to prominence, but I don’t think

Russia is the hardcore trad country that a lot of its Western

defenders claim.

• Replies: @Hulkamania
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132. Shamu says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:32 pm GMT • 14.8 hours ago   ↑
@europeasant

Because Anglo-Zionism controls the country via spies and goons.
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133. Crush Limbraw says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:44 pm GMT • 14.6 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@eudion2

Before you get carried away with your ‘knowledge’ of Jews, the

Bible, etc – https://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/2021/06/who-

are-jews-and-who-they-are-not.html?m=0 – who are they….and

who they are not?

 
Next – read Paradise Restored by David Chilton.

 
Your dissertation on these subjects has a grain of truth but

mostly hearsay I can get from DaAverageBibleThumper who

might have read it once…..and now ASSUMES he DaExspurt!

• Thanks: CelestiaQuesta
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134. Sollipsist says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:44 pm GMT • 14.6 hours ago   ↑
@CelestiaQuesta

You might even say that 2023 is the Year of Kill the Wabbit.
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135. John Johnson says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 5:54 pm GMT • 14.4 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@GMC

Ukie Christians – 78% = Russian speaking Ukrainians,

Ukrainian dual PassPort holders, and the Russian church’s in

Kiev will be liberated. The rest of the Christians are pedo

catholics and Greek bought off fake orthodox nazis.

So you are actually arguing that even though Russia has

Europe’s largest atheist, Buddhist, and Muslim populations the

stats of Ukrainians must be fudged?

Poland is 90% Catholic. Is that a fudged stat? Me thinks Anglin

took his rhetoric a bit far….again.

Russia is not the last Christian nation and not at all a model.

They have the highest abortion rate in Europe and a declining

White population. Funny how Anglin never mentions that nor

does he speak of Putin’s Jewish chef who is currently in charge

of the main front.

Europes largest Atheist pop. = so was the Red Army after the

Jews took out the Orthodox churches

Well the Russians put up with a Bolshevik takeover. They are a

serf-like people as seen by their tolerance of a half-pint dictator

and his stupid war.

The German Communists tried the same thing and their leader

was shot in the head by nationalists and tossed in a river. That’s

how you deal with Communists. You can even visit the spot

where she was given a bath:

 
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g187323-

d13927833-Reviews-Rosa_Luxemburg_Memorial-Berlin.html

Your Bitch is with the Russia People – Putin is just one of them.
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I don’t think highly of Putin or the Russians. The Russians have

a history of tolerating worthless Tsars and Communist dictators.

The original Russian princes would get on their knees for the

Khans. One prince even fought on the side of the Khans against a

rebellion. It was Poles and Hungarians that got rid of them.

 
https://www.amren.com/features/2020/03/how-poles-and-

hungarians-turned-back-the-mongol-horde-and-saved-europe/

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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136. Hulkamania says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:00 pm GMT • 14.3 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Pop Warner

You’re right, a better measure would be what percentage of the Christian population
attends Mass weekly.

Not really. Again, I will provide the example of Iran. It has a very

small Christian population, but itself is much more reflective of

Christian values than any western country is.

In Russia it is very low, much lower than in the US or Poland.

Attending satanic papist mass to commune with the pederast

pope is worse than nothing, showing again why this is also not a

good measure.

• Replies: @Pop Warner
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137. Rurik says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:02 pm GMT • 14.3 hours ago   ↑
When did the Ukraine war start?

https://rumble.com/v1neb8w-lindsey-graham-and-john-

mccain-motivation-speech-for-the-azov-nazis-in-2016.html

• Agree: Decoy

• Replies: @Kolya Krassotkin
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138. Pablo says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:04 pm GMT • 14.3 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
The “Think Tanks”–like RAND–are merely putting into words

what the Zio-Neo Cons want to hear. If you put foaming at the

mouth warmongers into a “Think” tank, RAND is what you get.

And over time both groups, the think tanks and the warmongers

in the Government become more and more insulated which in

turn makes them more and more insulated and out of touch with

reality. Interestingly, there ARE elements in the Government

who can–from time to time–see Reality. This explains Joe

Biden. Everyone knows Joe Biden is thoroughly incompetent to

be US President; he belongs in a Nursing Home. (It also explains

Kamala Harris, the former Escort, being the VP). When even the

tightly controlled Mainstream American Media (MSM) can no

longer deny the disaster of Neo Con/ Zionist warmongering the

Rats in the Government will desert the sinking “Biden Ship”.

They’re gonna blame everything on Biden. I can hear the spin

now. “We all made mistakes on Ukraine, but we have learned

our lessons”…blah blah blah. And the MS of course will play

along. The whole system in Washington D.C. is rotten to the

core.
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139. EliteCommInc. says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:05 pm GMT • 14.3 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
“Europe and the USA could not compete with China in

manufacturing even if they wanted to. Ironically, your attitude,

that China is incompetent and cannot stand on its own without

western support, is exactly the attitude that caused western

oligarchs to underestimate China in the first place.”

I am not sure you get it.

But first let’s get you off you star haystack. I never said anything

about the competence of China. nor do I hate China or the

Chinese. I applauded Pres Nixon’s trip./ I supported Chinese

student US exchange to the international debating community.

Thoroughly enjoyed my chinese orgcomm instructor. Learned a

great deal. In fact my position is that we have and do

underestimate China.

d the implications of China’s conduct in the pacific regarding the

Philippine economic zones and ULCLOS. Took seriously China’s

attitude regarding our engagement in the ME. Understood that

when Britain ended their in-perpetuity clause, that meant the

land in question would be reclaimed by China.

But China’s manufacturing is the direct result of western

investment. Anyone looking at the cause to effect knows all too

well what o9t take to hold china in check. And that would

require a gutsy move by the leadership to b ar investing and

production via outsourcing. That would require a strategic

legislative plan to challenge the tech industries hold on the US

economic structure. Reduce demand. It’s called

“American made” or “western made” “Made in vietnam” made in

loas, made anywhere but China and we start with military parts

and hardware and software.
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Under the current models, it is a no brainer that the US could

not compete. But we can certainly change the model.

Japan, Vietnam, Loas, Thailand and others are chafing at

China’s growth. There are alternatives.

That is right, it would take enormous courage to stand against

the financial industry’s hold on the the governance of the US and

EU.

———————–

Note: the US did not lose battles in the MR, she lost the

occupations which she never should have engaged. we don’t

need to occupy Ukraine, just aid in pushing Russia out. Of

course my ambitions exceed the current polity.

• Replies: @anonymous
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140. Dutch Boy says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:06 pm GMT • 14.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

The Christian vs. non-Christian stuff is a sideshow. Russia is an

enemy not because it is Christian but because the American war

machine needs an enemy. The machine grumbles about China

but the USA is economically dependent on China (and the

economic oligarchs have become fabulously wealthy by their

relationship with the CCP), so they are the enemy who shall not

be assaulted. There is no such dependency on Russia. Throw in

Iran and the machine has its dynamic duo of enemies, neither of

which was a threat until made so by Uncle Sam and his minions.
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141. EliteCommInc. says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:12 pm GMT • 14.1 hours ago   ↑
“The US and Nato can . . . and find out if they keep escalating. ”

The only country escalating conflict is Russia.

• Disagree: Commentator Mike, Chuck Orloski, Brewer

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

142. Dr. Doom says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:12 pm GMT • 14.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
“Think tanks” merely parrot their donors.

 
Much like scientism does.

Empires that are collapsing engage in military misadventures to

hide their obvious decline.

The unipolar world is over.

 
A New World Order is rising.

The post Cold War order died.

 
Russia, China and Iran are not afraid.

The West is weak and decadent.

 
Invasive species are pouring in.

The pests that run this failed state must be destroyed or death by

a thousand cuts.

The key is the petrodollars.

 
Kill them and kill the pests.

The West needs an enema.

 
Too much crap, little value.
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143. Crush Limbraw says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:12 pm GMT • 14.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@anarchyst

That one link to Churchianity I provided was just a tip of the

iceberg…..here’s the rest of the story –

https://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/search?

q=Churchianity+&m=1 – a list of headnotes which, if you read

them all, will take you days.

 
Churchianity started long before ‘holoca……’ and thus includes it

as a component, but it is much larger than that…..it literally

encompasses everything gone wrong with churches….. which

had to precede what followed….. and before the entire society

was corrupted.
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144. chris says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:21 pm GMT • 14.0 hours ago   ↑
@Kolya Krassotkin

What is striking about these monsters (Nuland, Hillary, Rice,

Power, etc.) besides their criminal gall, is their completely

pedestrian intelligence. They really are as stupid as they look.

• Agree: Derer
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145. anonymous[322] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:28 pm GMT • 13.9 hours ago   ↑
@RJ Macready

The only shithole around here is you, RJ Fucready, you filthy

swine!
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146. John Johnson says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:33 pm GMT • 13.8 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
The Christian vs. non-Christian stuff is a sideshow.

I wasn’t responding to you. Anglin used the term “double-anal”

in his title and then described Russia as the last Christian state.

That is a sideshow and not citing simple but obviously unwanted

facts about Russia that you don’t deny. I can source every single

fact about Russia that I have stated. Cry more if you don’t like

dissenting opinions. This isn’t Russia where Unz is banned.

Russia is an enemy not because it is Christian but because the

American war machine needs an enemy.

I support Ukraine. An Orthodox Christian country that doesn’t

have Europe’s highest abortion rate or Europe’s largest Muslim

population.

I would support Ukraine even if the US was on the side of

Russia.

So your depiction of US vs Russia means little to me. Putin chose

to invade Ukraine and he could end this war at any moment by

going back to his borders. Russia has a declining White

population and cities in the East that are completely abandoned.

Anyone that doesn’t want to live in Ukraine can move to Russia.

They are not short on land and need a pro-natal leader, not a

pissy little dictator who keeps abortion legal and previously

killed over 100k White men to keep in their mountain Muslims.

• Replies: @Crush Limbraw, @PUTINFAN
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147. Andreas says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:49 pm GMT • 13.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

Marinka is from where this Globalist Ukrainian filth has been

shelling and murdering civilians in the Donbass for the last 8

years, all with Washington’s approval.

Now they are methodically and systematically being hunted and

slaughtered like animals for their crimes having their eyes and

lungs torn out by thermobaric war-heads. I’ve seen videos of

these orcs dying in writhing agony completely smashed by these

munitions. And as much as I think they absolutely deserve it,

each and every one of them, I just couldn’t gloat with my usual

sadistic pleasure as it was also one of the most gut wrenching

things I’ve ever seen.

These Ukrainians made their pact with the Devil. The Devil has

now come to collect. So let them pay with their bodies, minds

and souls.

And may God be with Russia.

• Replies: @Avery
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148. Fidelios Automata says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:52 pm GMT • 13.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

Europe’s largest population: Russia.

 
As long as Christians remain dominant, Russia is a Christian

country. But you raise a valid point. In my view, Putin’s biggest

error is in allowing ANY immigration from Muslim central Asia.

In fact, he should aggressively deport any and all who show the

slightest tendency for jihad. (We’ll make an exception for the

Chechens as long as they’re useful in the Ukrainian war.)

 
P. S. Russia should also outlaw abortion, of course.

• Replies: @Anonymous
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149. Kolya Krassotkin says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:53 pm GMT • 13.5 hours ago   ↑
@Rurik

Lady G is the poster boy for double anal.
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150. anon[288] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:55 pm GMT • 13.4 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@meamjojo

They included a contract killer, murderers, career criminals and people with alcohol
problems.

Oh Golly! Looks like the Wagner group took the idea clean out of

the movie, The Dirty Dozen.

And coming to think of it, if you want to kill large numbers of

people in the Ukraine, wouldn’t contract killers, murderers,

career criminals and that lot be the ideal candidates for the job?

• Agree: Emslander
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151. Notsofast says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 6:58 pm GMT • 13.4 hours ago   ↑
@CelestiaQuesta

sam bankster freed……on $250,000,000 bail…..put up by

???????, when there’s $8 billion in bitcoin missing!!!!!!! justice

in america.

• Thanks: CelestiaQuesta
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152. Davy Crockit says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:00 pm GMT • 13.3 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@Sanjay90

This is what we know without speculating…

 
(I’ll do a little of my own) Biden is history.(his brain is already

gone) That’s what this Trumped (pun intended) up scandal is all

about. He served his purpose–Ukrainian war. Putin was a fool to

let the US. push him into war. Not only doing what his enemies

wanting him to do… But essentially

 
attacking himself… This is a civil war.

 
This disaster will last for years… Maybe for ever.

 
The “West” is doing some crazy self-destructive things also.

Blowing up Nord Stream was one of the most insane

(desperate?) political/economic/military acts in history… and

they aren’t even trying hard to deny it!

 
This is a major rift in the US./Euro alliance.

 
Europeans are starting to believe Amerika is out to destroy

them. This doesn’t help are credibility with other countries, as

well. The war is a diplomatic disaster heading for catastrophy.

 
The war is also an economic disaster. Cutting off Russia, the

world’s energy/food superpower, is a calamity in itself… The last

thing the world needs recovering from COVID. Not even going to

get into the effect of the West (((Jews))) using its supra

economic/political powers on Russia.

 
So Biden is history… What’s next?

 
Unless they completely take out Trump (how does Trump keep

getting away with it?) He will run In 2024… Even as a

independent. Kamila (that’s Kamala)

 
obviously isn’t going to be the candidate… So who? Look

around… the Jews are already grooming someone… as always it’s

going to be even more outrageous.
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153. Crush Limbraw says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:10 pm GMT • 13.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

In times like these……you need to know your real enemy –

Here’s DaRest of DaStory, JJ –

https://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/2022/09/the-gap-in-

understanding-world-affairs.html?m=0 – DaSynagogue of Satan

currently rules DaWorld via DaEmpire of Evil…..but just like the

previous era which ended in 70 AD, this era is coming to an end

as well…..the signs are all around us.

 
If you have eyes to see – Ukraine vs. Russia (or even DaUSA vs.

Russia) – is DaSideShow!
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154. Avery says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:10 pm GMT • 13.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Andreas

{And as much as I think they absolutely deserve it, ….}

Past 8 years and maybe first few months of SMO, it was the Azov

UkroZioNazis who were remotely murdering Donbass civilians.

These savages even murdered their own citizens at Bucha and

Krimatorsk rail station. So them being pulverized is a joy to see

But from what I understand, these days the UkroZioNazi regime

of Zelesky is grabbing anyone they can — young, middle aged,

old — and forcibly sending them to the front to be slaughtered.

Apparently they are now enthusiastically grabbing Hungarian

minority in Ukraine and sending them to the meat grinder too.

So, it is quite sad: I am guessing the soldiers on Ukis side at this

juncture* are mostly unwilling participants.

Sadly Russians have no choice: they can’t stop the grinding and

let the UkroZioNazi war machine survive.

_____________________________

 
* except for the foreign mercenaries, who deserve no mercy: they

are there to kill for money. Russians are not in their homelands

killing their people.
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155. anonymous[389] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:13 pm GMT • 13.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@EliteCommInc.

Another chauvinistic, cowardly american in thrall to Shlomo.

The Chinese are becoming now, and will increasingly be in time,

your new landlords. Your jew masters are about to jump ship to

greener pastures. And guys like you are about to realize how

cowardly and unintelligent you really are. There’s no whore quite

like an american shabbos goy who goes joins the military-

industrial complex because he’s not smart enough to make it in

civilian life. But keep beating your chest, pal: when pavement

apes are roughly handling the female members of your family, or

your Chinese boss is telling you (politely, I’m sure) how it’s going

to be, you’ll realize your american moment ended some time ago.
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156. Brosi says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:15 pm GMT • 13.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Renoman

5. The Rump stays but the Nazi’s must go. Any talk of Nazism will result in long jail
sentences or death.

This is the hidden barn door. “Nazi” is meaningless. Leaving the

interpretation of what now, or then, is “Nazi” to a bunch of

Jewish lawyers and a Jewish controlled court to decide is sheer

idiocy.

The problem here is that Lavrov, Putin, etc are afraid of the

communist old guard. The level of denial of past war crimes by

Russian Communists is only exceeded by the denials of the

Zionists in Israel.
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157. Tsar Nicholas says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:17 pm GMT • 13.1 hours ago   ↑
Even without China, Russia has an advantage over the West in

industrial capacity, natural resources and nuclear weapons.

And morality – grooming kids is outlawed.

• Replies: @Bruce Arney
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158. Pop Warner says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:21 pm GMT • 13.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Hulkamania

Are you Orthodox? Or Shia Myslim? Or is the hyperbole you use

driven by whatever geopolitical stance you take? You didn’t

address what I said nor did you refute it, you called Iran a

“Christian” country for some reason then waved away what I

said to basically say it doesn’t count if anybody else who isn’t

Russian Orthodox goes to church. I don’t care what sectarian

nonsense you follow, it is a fact that the US and Poland are more

churchgoing than Russia.

 
Speak like a human being, not what an AI imagines a twitter

partisan speaks like.

• Replies: @Shamu, @Hulkamania
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159. anonymous[305] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:27 pm GMT • 12.9 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
I really don’t get how americans think they are going to win this

war when they couldn’t break the spirits of much smaller

nations. Sure, they killed millions and sold military weaponry to

vassal states for massive sums, but they still left with their tails

between their legs in Vietnam and Afghanistan. america is a

bully. Russia has been brutalized more than once in its history,

and has survived, including at the hands of america’s jewish

masters. It is a nation of tough people with some steel in their

spine. On the other hand, most americans are fat and

obnoxiously arrogant. They won’t break Russia, and they aren’t

breaking China. And the whole thing with China is just

jewchauvinism and american jingoism. Compared to

interventionist US policies all over the globe, the Chinese have

been model global citizens. It is the US looking for war, and the

US may very well find itself in a war it not only won’t win, but a

war that will destroy it more or less permanently as a global

power. That’s something to cheer for.

• Agree: Bruce Arney
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160. Shamu says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:30 pm GMT • 12.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Wokechoke

Because the US (with major help from the UK) decided that the

fall of the USSR would mean that there would be this fake nation

called Ukraine, and that they would control it to use as the

staging grounder eventual full scale war against Russia. So over

the years the US and UK kept sending in various experts and

charities (wink, wink) to make certain that over time all poor

within this fake new nation would be held by anti-Russians. The

final piece of that staging was the 2014 coup. Since then Jews

have held the vast majority of major government positions.

Anglo-Zionism at work.

• Agree: Tsar Nicholas
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161. Solutions says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

@Priss Factor

Re: WWIII would be relief in a way. Just blow it all up.

Sure would put an end to the universal and persistent bitching

that is at the core of mankind.

 
I imagine that the good Lord is tempted every day to press the

button himself.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
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162. Shamu says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:36 pm GMT • 12.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Pop Warner

Well, a very large percentage of the regular church goers in the

US are Judaizers. Most regular church goers in Poland are over

age 50, and most Poles under age 30 are largely Anglo in terms

of major cultural expression, and they are almost as unchurched

as are English people under age 60.
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163. Thor Walhovd says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:41 pm GMT • 12.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
Of course Russia will win. They have a stronger army, better

weapons and intelligence, and both international law and most

of the globe on their side.

Biden is not listening to the too-little-too-late Rand 180. Biden is

listening to the merchants of death on K Street and in his

cabinet.

Also not sure where the “double anal” thing comes in here,

except as another Freudian whoopsie-daisy from the author.

Funny how focused he is on the butt sex thing, even when there

is no logical connection to the topic being discussed.
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164. Brewer says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:42 pm GMT • 12.6 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@JonesHenry

…..what the…Oh my god…..don’t tell me………y’mean Putin

talked to a JEW! Oh shit. You have utterly destroyed all respect I

had for the man after studying his speeches, actions and career –

watching him take down the small hatted carrion-sucking

scumbags Khodorkovsky, Bill (Bullshit) Browder, Vladimir

Gusinsky, Mikhael Mirilashvili, Boris Berezovsky et al.

 
I am mortified. He talked to a JEW!
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165. Brosi says:Next New Comment

Double Anal? How both about fucking the EU and being “very

gratified to know that Nord Stream 2 is now, as you like to say,

a hunk of metal at the bottom of the sea.”

At a Senate hearing, top US diplomat Victoria Nuland celebrated the Nord Stream 2
pipeline bombing:

"Senator Cruz, like you, I am, and I think the administration is, very gratified to know
that Nord Stream 2 is now, as you like to say, a hunk of metal at the bottom of the
sea." pic.twitter.com/KS5OM4N165

— Aaron Maté (@aaronjmate) January 27, 2023

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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166. EliteCommInc. says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:51 pm GMT • 12.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
or

https://www.rand.org/blog/2023/01/how-the-war-in-ukraine-

could-end-sooner-than-expected.html

or

https://www.rand.org/blog/2023/01/the-myth-of-americas-

ukraine-fatigue.html

——————–

““Our industrial base is not ready for a war with China,” said

Elbridge Colby, CEO of the Marathon Institute and former

deputy assistant secretary of defense. “It’s safe to assume a war

with China would be very costly and very long and we’re not

where we need to be to fight a war of attrition.”

https://www.rand.org/blog/2022/12/can-the-war-in-ukraine-

help-the-united-states-address.html

there’s a solution to that problem.
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167. Protogonus says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:59 pm GMT • 12.4 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Shamu

Haaretz just ran a major disapproving article on Yair

Netanyahu’s embrace of, and his embrace by, Orban’s

“accommodative” (i.e., feckless) right-nationalist educational

policy, which is planning to rely on the money and power of the

rich talmudists behind the occupying entity in Palestine. Names

are named:

https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/2023-01-25/ty-

article/.premium/orbans-pr-hothouse-recruits-right-wing-

israeli-influencers-including-yair-netanyahu/00000185-e590-

d0d6-a9ef-fdd9b2eb0000

• Replies: @Z-man
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168. EliteCommInc. says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 7:59 pm GMT • 12.4 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
“Sure, they killed millions and sold military weaponry to vassal

states for massive sums, but they still left with their tails

between their legs in Vietnam and Afghanistan.”

Neither of these are accurate.

1. N. Vietnam signed a treaty granting peace to both South

Vietnam and North and then after the US left violated the

agreement.

2. the objective of democratizing Afghanistan minus the full

support the population in country was a useless waste of time.

Though we never should have invaded in the first place — the US

did not leave with its tail between its legs — the loss was not t6he

result of military failures in warfare.

Next you’ll be mouthing off how the US is responsible tor the

Iranian revolution — — also nonsense.

• Replies: @Anon, @anonymous
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169. Anon[280] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 8:09 pm GMT • 12.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@George Kovachev

“those sanctions act as protection of the russian markets from

the west’s competitors”

Yes, exactly. Such sanctions are tariffs. The higher the tariff

(imposed by foreign power or domestic government), the better

for the home economy. Unless the home economy is based on

exporting and importing, which is the case for U.S., not Russia.
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170. Protogonus says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 8:32 pm GMT • 11.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
Theocracy is always unworkable, as shown by the history of the

crypto-rabbinate in Tel Aviv and of the unreasonable absolutists

in Tehran and Kabul. But Marxism is also a crypto-theocratic

line, proposing boards of atheist fanatics (in a “politburo”)

instead of theists. Marx himself was a closet talmudist, cleverly

posing as a materialist in order to appeal to faithless Germans in

1848.

Left and right becomes materialism or fanaticism unless

leavened by non-parliamentary limited monarchy, which rules

out the struggle for power. See G.W.F. Hegel, ‘Philosophy of

Law’ (1821 in German). Satanic talmudism has purposely pushed

the world beyond hope of sane politics. The final act is upon us:

https://www.academia.edu/74111120/The_Last_Act_Red_Alert

_

Note that readers must SCROLL DOWN to view the article; no

sign-in is necessary. Thanks.
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171. Z-man says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 8:36 pm GMT • 11.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Protogonus

Yeah, it’s a tangled web where right wing parties in Europe

support, and are supported, by The Zionist Entity and its

billionaires. Orban in Hungary, Salvini in Italy, same tangled

web. Meloni, the new female PM, is under pressure from those

pro Zionist elements in her coalition and also by the Anglo-

Judaic Empire to stay pro Ukraine. Hopefully she’ll have a more

independent path. Thankfully there’s an anti Zionist wing in the

right which I hope is growing.
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172. meamjojo says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 8:44 pm GMT • 11.6 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Commentator Mike

“North Korea is concerned about world peace and cares about the lives of Westerners
far more than the people of the collective West themselves or the belligerent thugs
who rule in the collective West.”

Ha ha ha. Kim Jong-un’s inbred sister is stamping her little feet

in support of Russia as if anyone in the world gives a crap what

NK has to say.

If China wanted to invade anyone, it should be NK. Then they

could go after SK, consolidating the Korean peninsula.

 
———-

 
Kim Yo Jong says US putting Europe in danger by

providing tanks to Ukraine

 
Statement by North Korean leader’s sister comes week

after White House presented evidence of DPRK arms

sales to Russia

 
January 28, 2023

The U.S. is “crossing the line” and putting Europe in danger by

providing arms to Ukraine, the North Korean leader’s powerful

sister Kim Yo Jong said in a statement on Friday (U.S. time).

Her criticism comes two days after U.S. President Joe Biden

announced that Washington will send 31 Abrams tanks to

Ukraine to help the country defend against Russian invasion.

“The U.S., which has exposed the whole continent of Europe to

the grave danger of war and caused big and small concerns, is

now further crossing the red line,” Kim states.

The statement is her first in more than a month, after she

slammed South Korean experts on Dec. 20 for allegedly

underplaying the success of a DPRK satellite test.
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…

https://www.nknews.org/2023/01/kim-yo-jong-says-us-

putting-europe-in-danger-by-providing-tanks-to-ukraine/

• Troll: Lurker
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173. meamjojo says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 8:53 pm GMT • 11.5 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Thor Walhovd

“Of course Russia will win. They have a stronger army, better weapons and
intelligence, and both international law and most of the globe on their side.”

Doesn’t sound like the underlings share your belief! The rats are

abandoning ship, never a good sign.

 
=======

 
‘Very High Level’ Russian Officials Are Defecting; Agents,

Generals And Wagner Commander Included

 
01/25/23 AT 8:07 PM

KEY POINTS

 
– Russian officials provide Osechkin with information

about Moscow’s inner workings in exchange for

helping them flee Russia

 
– A former FSB lieutenant said many FSB officers

want to escape from Russia

 
Russia has so far lost over 123,000 military personnel

in the war against Ukraine

 
– High-level Russian officials are allegedly defecting

to the West amid the war in Ukraine, according to a

report.

 
 

Among the defectors were generals, intelligence agents, Wagner

mercenaries and a Wagner commander, Vladimir Osechkin, an

investigative journalist and anti-corruption activist, told CNN,

who called him “the champion of a growing number of high-level

Russian officials defecting to the West.”

 
…

 
https://www.ibtimes.com/very-high-level-russian-officials-are-

defecting-agents-generals-wagner-commander-included-

3661054
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• Troll: Lurker

• Replies: @Derer
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174. Anon[253] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 8:57 pm GMT • 11.4 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@EliteCommInc.

“and then after the US left[, N. Vietnam] violated the agreement”

LOL. They suckered the U.S. into believing it had won. They

won.

“[In Afghanistan,] the loss was not the result of military failures

in warfare”

Do you mean that military success is obtainable only with “the

full support the population in country”? That would be a very

strange definition of military success. Did the U.S.’s WW2

mission to democratize Japan have the full support of the

population in country? Yes – after Fat Man fell. In other words,

after military victory.

The hard truth is this. Despite all of the current sales talk from

those who depend on military procurements, the U.S. lost every

major conflict it was engaged in since 1945.
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175. Brewer says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 9:11 pm GMT • 11.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
The Masters of War care nought for winning or losing. The

object is the pickings.

“American business can become the locomotive that will once again push forward
global economic growth.” “We have already managed to attract attention and have
cooperation with such giants of international financial and investment world as
Blackrock, JP Morgan and Goldman Sachs,” Zelensky said. “Such American brands
as Starlink or Westinghouse have already become a part of our Ukrainian Way.”
According to Zelensky, “everyone can become a big business by working with
Ukraine, in all sectors: from weapons and defense to construction, from
communication to agriculture, from transport to IT, from banks to medicine.”

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/vu63Hwjtaxs
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176. Drapetomaniac says:Next New Comment

@John Johnson

It seems like most Christians I know are Christian in name only.

“If Christ were here there is one thing he would not be—a

Christian.” ― Mark Twain

My sentiments exactly.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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177. Hulkamania says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 9:16 pm GMT • 11.1 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@Pop Warner

hyperbole

I used no hyperbole. Papism is a form of satanism. The top

clergy in the papist cult are well known to be homosexuals (i.e.

pederasts), even according to their own former pope Benedict

who confessed this in a posthumously published letter. These are

facts.

you called Iran a “Christian” country for some reason

I said that despite not having many Christians, Iran reflects

Christian values more strongly than any western country does,

which is just manifestly true. I did not say that Iran is Christian.

It is possible for one to reflect certain Christian values without

being Christian or claiming to be Christian. It is also possible to

claim to be Christian and not reflect Christian values, as is the

case with American self-proclaimed Christians in the USA. The

example was meant to illustrate the point that percentage of a

population claiming to be Christian or percentage of a

population attending a church that claims to be Christian does

not really indicate anything about the values of that country one

way or the other.

basically say it doesn’t count if anybody else who isn’t Russian Orthodox goes to
church

There are many different people and organizations that claim to

be “Christian.” This includes satanic neoplatonic pederast cults

like papism, tranny pastor protestant groups, etc. These

people/groups often hold beliefs that make them mutually

exclusive of one another. Using the word “Christian” to describe

all of these makes the word more or less meaningless. If it is to

mean anything, it has to describe one of these particular groups

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Hulkamania
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or set of beliefs, which can only be the Orthodox belief system

defined at the ecumenical councils. So, satanic papists kneeling

down for pope Bergoglio and his homo bishops or tranny

protestants cannot be called “Christian” anymore than arians or

nestorians or any other misguided historical cults that claimed

to be Christian. They are heretics at best, outright satanists at

worst.

• Agree: Slav
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178. Joe Paluka says:Next New Comment

If it’s determined that the Ukrainian war is of no benefit to

Zionism, a peace will be concluded. Nothing of any consequence

happens in Europe without Zionist fingerprints all over it.

• Agree: Simple Pseudonuymic Handle
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179. Anon[161] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 9:23 pm GMT • 11.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Thor Walhovd

If you read Anglin regularly, then you will know that LGBTQ+

advocacy is a priority of the American empire’s foreign policy,

especially under Secretary of State Blinken, a homosexual

activist. LGBTQ+ acceptance is now a necessary condition for

good relations with the U.S.

If you want a picture of the future of the globe under U.S.

hegemony, imagine a rainbow-colored dildo wrecking an anus

forever. It is a fact that such things form an indispensable

component of the Evil Empire, and Anglin frequently reminds

his readers of that unpleasant fact.

• Replies: @Crush Limbraw
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180. mulga mumblebrain says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 9:32 pm GMT • 10.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@loner feral cat

Once ?elensky flees, Russia should put a bounty on him, not for

his murder (one does not wish to sink to the West’s level) but

alive, to stand trial in Moscow. Of course, one doubts that the

poor little coke-head has any real future. I bet the Azov thugs are

just slavering to get their hands on him.
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181. mulga mumblebrain says:Next New Comment

@Thor Walhovd

I’ve arrived at the belief that Anglin cannot really be so

‘fundamentally’ obsessed, but that this is one of his little

affectations.
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182. Priss Factor says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

This beats Hitler on Ice

Transgender male figure skater experiences some technical difficulties. Europe has
become a running joke. pic.twitter.com/sbB5ap9KJI

— Ian Miles Cheong (@stillgray) January 29, 2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

183. Bruce Arney says:Next New Comment

An interesting article. It appears the tide may be turning, despite

of all the denials to the contrary.
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184. Bruce Arney says:Next New Comment

@Tsar Nicholas

Absolutely.
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185. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

@Brosi

It’s now a hunk of metal shoved up the fundament of the

German Industrial decor.
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186. mulga mumblebrain says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 9:57 pm GMT • 10.4 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Solutions

This, of course, is the resolution of the Fermi Paradox. Any

‘intelligent’ organism will contain within its varied ranks certain

individual specimens that are inherently malignant and

malevolent. These are the ones, using our terminology, that are

greedy, who hate other fellow organisms and any other ‘species’

that might exists, have no compunction, even a delight, in killing

others and give no thought to the fate of their species after their

own death.

 
Once these organise themselves into religions like the

Abrahamic monotheisms, where hatred of others and

narcissistic delusions of universal superiority and a delight in

killing the Other, become Holy Writ, communicated direct from

‘God’ ie the twisted psyches of certain schizoid types, and

ideologies like capitalism, where metastatic growth and the

destruction of all creation in turning it into money or ‘wealth’ is

the ultimate ambition, the End is foreordained. Once the

requisite technologies, in our case nuclear and biological

weapons, artificial intelligence, climate destabilising

technologies etc, are achieved, it’s only a matter of time.

• Replies: @Monotheistic Christian
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187. Crush Limbraw says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

@Anon

Exactly! Tower of Babel = Sodom and Gomorrah = Globohomo =

DaEmpire of Evil = DaGod of this World!
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188. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

@John Johnson

Poles and Lithuanians were just as likely to actively become

allies to the Mongols and Tatars as anything. When they showed

up to fight the Turks in Vienna that famous time it was an

exception to the rule. They often married princesses into the

Ottoman harem for alliances.
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189. Simple Pseudonuymic Handle says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 10:26 pm GMT • 9.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Brosi

“Netanyahu famously said that he would squeeze the US like a

lemon and throw away the peel, and Jews are doing the same

to Europe.”

I thought he said: America is a golden calf and we will suck it

dry, chop it up, and sell it piece by piece until there is nothing

left but the world’s biggest welfare state that we will create and

control. This is what we do to countries that we hate. We destroy

them very slowly.

That’s what you get for sending in the Allied soldiers. It’s time to

see the land of the chosen as a giant out of control vacuum

cleaner. As long as people don’t vax, they are creating millions of

people who will have nothing to lose
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190. Zane says:Next New Comment

This war isn’t costing Russia anything? In what universe?

• Troll: mulga mumblebrain

• Replies: @Wade Hampton
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191. Anonymous[291] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

@John Johnson

More lies from Jew Jewson
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192. Anonymous[291] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

@JR Foley

Jew Jewson worships at the synagogue of Satan.
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193. PUTINFAN says:Next New Comment

January 29, 2023 at 11:30 pm GMT • 8.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

YOU repeat the same Hannity/Fox Talking points ad nausem so

I can’t read more than a few lines. RUSSIA is the richest country

in the world based on proven mineral reserves and just think of

the unproven. THEY have the highest Net worth

 
per capita by far, its mostly in the ground but I personally would

rather it be there than in the bank. Your warmongering is going

to get you killed, finally, this time.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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194. Anonymous[291] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

@Fidelios Automata

The Chechen conflict was whipped up by the CIA just as much as

the hostilities against Russians and Russia by the Georgian

government and the current Ukraine situation.
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195. QCIC says:Next New Comment

@Decoy

Not to worry. I imagine they all got the “Wolfsangel Vax”; timed

release…
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196. Wade Hampton says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 12:29 am GMT • 7.9 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Gapeseed

You are on the right track, but I’ve got a little different take. Pace

Andrew, neither Gramps nor his Ukrainian Aggression will be

around much longer. Both are damaging the 2024 electoral

prospects of the Ruling Class Party, the Democrats, so they’ve

got to go.

Gramps damages the Dems 2024 prospects because of his

blatant criminality (influence peddling to the Chinese, cavalier

handling of classified documents) and his severe cognitive

decline.

America’s Ukraine Adventure also does damage because it is

becoming increasingly clear that 1) it was begun with no

particular purpose in mind, 2) Americans are beginning to wake

up that it is an expensive snipe hunt and 3) our European

colonies are beginning also to come to the same conclusion.

By the end of 2023, America is going to ghost Ukraine, that

beacon of Democracy, like a bad one-night stand. And just as we

did with our triumphant Afghanistan exit, the state media will

declare victory and move on to other things.

The whole “fighting for Ukrainian democracy” line was boob

bait. The only purpose of the Ukraine Aggression was to enrich

Boeing, Lockheed, Raytheon and most of all the Ruling Classes

with its unparalleled opportunity for grift.

Don’t worry though. The impending “war” with China over

Taiwan will fill the same role that Ukraine did, and just as

Ukraine did it will enrich the Ruling Class and impoverish

America.
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197. Begemot says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 12:35 am GMT • 7.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@RoatanBill

STEM will give you useful things like 2 + 2 = 4 and formulas and

procedures for making weapons. But 2 + 2 = 4 doesn’t get men

to use the weapons.

For that you need soft, squishy, non-computational stuff like the

following to get men to risk death:

This story shall the good man teach his son;
 And Crispin Crispian shall ne’er go by,

 From this day to the ending of the world,
 But we in it shall be remember’d;

 We few, we happy few, we band of brothers;
 For he to-day that sheds his blood with me

 Shall be my brother; be he ne’er so vile,
 This day shall gentle his condition:

 And gentlemen in England now a-bed
 Shall think themselves accursed they were not here,

 And hold their manhoods cheap whiles any speaks
 That fought with us upon Saint Crispin’s day.

• Replies: @RoatanBill
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198. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 12:35 am GMT • 7.8 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@PUTINFAN

Johnson’s persistence is mind blowing and suspiciously semetic.

Russia is both the largest white ethnic group on the planet and

it’s entire identity and state formation is bound up with

Orthodox Christianity. It’s very hard to imagine Russia without

St Basil’s colorful cathedral as a sort of centrepoint celebrating

Victory over the Tartars and Mongols, and Christ the Savior’s

Cathedral dramatic story commemorating the victory over

Napoleon in 1812 (its subsequent destruction under a Jewish

Commissar called Lazar Kaganovich) and rebuilding under a

revived Orthodox regime’s celebration of the defeat of a Jewish

inspired Marxist period of Terror.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Basil%27s_Cathedral

“It was built from 1555 to 1561 on orders from Ivan the Terrible

and commemorates the capture of Kazan and Astrakhan*. It was

the city’s tallest building until the completion of the Ivan the

Great Bell Tower in 1600.”

*Cities captured from the Khan’s and Sultans by Early-modern

musket armed Russian peasant infantry and artillerists.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathedral_of_Christ_the_Saviou

r

“Under Lazar Kaganovich’s* direction for for several months,

urgent work was carried out to dismantle the temple building,

the remains of which it was eventually decided would be blown

up after it’s gold was stripped. . On 5 December 1931, the

Cathedral of Christ the Saviour was dynamited and reduced to

rubble. It took more than a year to clear the debris from the site.

The construction of the Palace of Soviets was ultimately halted
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due to a lack of funds, problems with flooding from the nearby

Moskva River, and the outbreak of World War II. Some of the

marble from the walls and benches of the cathedral was used in

nearby Moscow Metro stations. The original marble high reliefs

were preserved and are now on display at the Donskoy

Monastery. For many decades, these reliefs were the only

reminders of one of the largest Orthodox churches ever built.

The flooded foundation hole remained on the site, but in 1958

under Nikita Khrushchev, it was transformed into the world’s

largest open air swimming pool, named Moskva Pool.”

*Lazar Kaganovich, Ukrainian Jew who stripped the capital’s

cathedral of its golden ornaments and later administered the

Ukraine in the 1930s.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lazar_Kaganovich

• Replies: @Brewer
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199. Wade Hampton says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 12:42 am GMT • 7.6 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Zane

It’s not costing Russia much.

Economically Russia is trending better than the US today. The

Rouble has appreciated slightly against the dollar from 12/21 to

12/22. The economy has contracted slightly and there is some

inflation, but both economic indicators are more positive in

Russia than they are in the US. Russia’s balance of payments has

improved greatly because it is still selling oil and gas while it is

not buying Western luxury items which it doesn’t need anyway.

Russia is suffering some casualties, but most of the fighting so

far has been done by mercenaries (Wagner) and the militias of

the Donetsk and Luhansk People’s Republic, soldiers who are

fighting to stop the Ukro-nazis from shelling their families’

homes.

And Russian and allied casualties are one-tenth the casualties

suffered by the Ukro-nazis.

Russia hasn’t taken the gloves off yet. And recent disclosures by

the West (Merkel and Hollande) that we never were negotiating

in good faith in the Minsk agreements has hardened Russia’s

resolve to clean out the next of vipers once and for all.

• Agree: JR Foley
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200. loner feral cat says:Next New Comment

HUGE: This Will Start Something BIG.

• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta
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201. EliteCommInc. says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 12:42 am GMT • 7.6 hours ago • 400

Words   ↑
” . . . They suckered the U.S. into believing it had won. They

won.”

“Do you mean that military success is obtainable only with “the

full support the population in country.”

No. But political success is another natter. Japan’s defeat was so

thorough, they simply had no choice, unconditional surrender.

That was not the case in regional divided leaderships of

Afghanistan.

The hard truth is this. Despite all of the current sales talk from

those who depend on military procurements, the U.S. lost every

major conflict it was engaged in since 1945.”

1. You need to some more homework. The administration

suspected that peace would not last, but hoped for the best.

Their responsibility to the US public pressed the matter. But

make no mistake, that N. Vietnam signed that treaty because

they lost. And they knew they had lost. In fact, Ho Che wanted to

avoid war altogether because he believed that of the US joined

the fight they would certainly lose. He was correct.

Now if one wants to contend that the subsequent invasion after

the departure of the US and Australia were successful efforts by

N. Vietnam culminating in a win. I would agree. But that win

was soley against S. Vietnam. Sadly, the US did not move to

bolster the S. Vietnamese who had previously repelled the

North’s attacks. But alone against N. Vietmam, China, the Soviet

Union and N. Korea, S. Vietnam was defeated. Unfortunate. but

the Us effort was successful as long as they were there. And it

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=EliteCommInc.
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has been utter nonsense that millions of US citizens think the US

lost the Vietnam conflict – wrong. That whipping post does not

exist in reality.

2. Japan was democratized because the loss so great they had

little choice. That was not the nature of the effort in Afghanistan,

entirely different scenario in an entirely different theater with

players and agendas incomparable to Japan. The goal was to

turn the matter over to the people of Afghanistan, and as it

turned out the people simply did not have the will nor the

government the support make that transition. That left the US

effort to manage the country overwhelmed. And it simply was

unsustainable. No. The military did not fail in their mission of

the fight, but the US inability to garner support — Afghanistan

simply did not have the will.

At any rate, invading the country was an error. But the failure

was the occupation not the fight to defeat Taliban forces.

• Replies: @EliteCommInc., @Anon
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202. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 12:49 am GMT • 7.5 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Drapetomaniac

The near extinguishing of orthodoxy in Russia and it’s revival is

one of the more interesting things about Putin’s Russia.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathedral_of_Christ_the_Saviou

r

It is a cathedral celebrating national salvation from the invasion

of Napoleon, 1812…built in the 1850-60s, demolished by a

Jewish-Ukrainian Terrorist in the 1930s and rebuilt with

donations from Russians in the post Soviet period.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lazar_Kaganovich

“In 1930, Kaganovich became a member of the Soviet Politburo

and the First Secretary of the Moscow Obkom of the Communist

Party (1930–1935). He later headed the Moscow Gorkom of the

Communist Party (1931–1934). He also supervised

implementation of many of Stalin’s economic policies, including

the collectivization of agriculture and rapid industrialization.

During this period, he also supervised destruction of many of the

city’s oldest monuments, including the Cathedral of Christ the

Saviour. In 1932, he led the suppression of the workers’ strike in

Ivanovo-Voznesensk.”

The Old Jew from Ukraine in fact stripped it of its ornamental

Gold and carted off the marble.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Wokechoke
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203. RoatanBill says:Next New Comment

@Begemot

Anyone that wilfully puts on a US gov’t military costume

knowing full well that he becomes a two legged weapons

platform to kill people in foreign lands that have done nothing to

the US or its people is a deranged POS.

• Agree: JR Foley
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204. EliteCommInc. says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 12:53 am GMT • 7.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@EliteCommInc.

When the central Taliban government collapsed. The country

simply reverted back to the regional leaderships. Which is why

actually demanding the hand over of Bin Laden by the central

government was more than problematic. The government of

Afghanistan was new, it had not gelled into a single authority

and there were limits of how much control the central authority

had over the country proper — entirely different than the central

authority structure of Japan.
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205. saggy says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 12:53 am GMT • 7.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Ulf Thorsen

The idea of exploiting war between east and west began big time

in the Jewish world with Don Issac Abravanel in the 15th

century. Netanyahu’s father B. Netanyahu wrote a biography of

Abravanel that describes how he associated the descendants of

Esau with Rome, and Rome with Christianity, and how he

extrapolated the then current wars between the Catholics and

the Turks to the inevitable conclusions that east and west would

destroy each other leaving the Jews in charge. In Israel they

teach starting very early that massive wars will lead to Jewish

domination of the world … see, for example ..

 

Video Link
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206. Odyssey says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 1:00 am GMT • 7.3 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Chuck Orloski

The surname Havrilko is interesting. I think it is a Ruthenian

surname from Slovakia. It is interesting that they were Orthodox

since only Serbs (and partly future Romanians) were Orthodox

in the AU monarchy. The meaning of the name is related to

another angel, Michael’s friend, Gabriel. The Serbian version is

Gavrilo (surname Gavrilović) e.g. Gavrilo Princip. There is one

place in Serbia (Ruski Krstur) where Ruthenians settled during

the AU monarchy. Some of them moved to Canada.

Arhangel Gavrilo (Angel Gabriel) is also known as White Angel.

His fresco is one of the most beautiful medieval Serbian frescoes

from monastery Mileseva. A picture of the White Angel of

Mileseva was sent as a message in the first satellite broadcast

signal from Europe to America after the Cuban Missile Crisis, as

a symbol of peace and civilization.[3] Later, the same signal,

containing the White Angel, was transmitted to space in an

attempt to communicate with extraterrestrial life forms.[4][5]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Angel
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207. Old Brown Fool says:Next New Comment

@CelestiaQuesta

the greatest people who have ever walked this earth.

Had only they decided not to kill the Slavs for their land…

• Agree: Passing By
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208. inspector general says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 1:17 am GMT • 7.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Commentator Mike

Agree. It is ominous that the US decided to take on what it

regarded as the weaker of the two regimes and is failing badly so

far. Imagine if China decided that now was the time for a

Taiwanese ultimatum. How many US carriers will be sunk in the

first hours of real hostilities?
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209. Anonymous[229] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

My next car is going to be a TOS-2. I’m going to drive it down I-

95 from Boston to Washington and shoot out thermobaric

destruction in all directions, BLAM BLAM BLAM BLAMety

BLAM BLAM.

And I’m going to toot the horn, beep beep!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

210. Ramstein says:Next New Comment

@Ray Caruso

Well said, Ray. Thank you.
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211. Al Liguori says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 2:22 am GMT • 6.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
“…send in the Gundams.” A moment of pop cultural dyslexia

found me thinking “;send in the Gungans.”

I find my image gut-busting funnier. Alzheimer Joe sending in

his army of rastafarian space knee-grows is a more accurate

image than the beefy transformers. Jar Jar Binks rescues the fag

jew Zelensky for Uncle Shmuel. Perfekt. [sic]
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212. IronForge says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 2:33 am GMT • 5.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
Soros recently called for a Regime Change in CHN, so we can

expect more anti RUS+CHN AgitProp to be spewed out of the

WashingtonDC/Brussels/CityofLondon/Jerusalem/Davos-WEF

Hegemon-Plutarchy.

The Khazar-Ashkenazi Faction led Masonic-Zionist Hegemony

just Failed to disrupt Putin/Kremlin/RUS.

The Hegemony can’t disrupt Xi/Beijing/CHN, either. The Trade

Blocks and Settlement Systems RUS+CHN will participate in

will solidify the Multi-Polar Regions of Power as Murica’s Grips

on the Global Reserve_Currency/Energy+Commodity_Markets

are broken.

SCO+RCEP+SilkRoad are set to mutually prosper – while

decoupling themselves from the U$D.

Best Wishes
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213. Monotheistic Christian says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 2:59 am GMT • 5.4 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@tosca

The jewish people ARE the messiah who will reign on the world after its birth in the
midst of the pains of deliverance.

Jesus Christ will be the Messiah king when he comes back to rule

the remnants of Israel and the world from Jerusalem after a

great time of troubles, the controversy of Zion, the time of

Jacob’s troubles. The remnants of Israel will be those who

survive the eventual two-thirds destruction of current Israel,

who will then accept Jesus Christ as their saviour and Messiah.

Zechariah 12:9-10, Zech 13:7-9; Zech 14:1-4; Isaiah 2:1-4; Luke

1:32; Revelation 20:4-6; Romans 11.

Unfortunately it appears that there will be nuclear war at this

time of troubles. Zech 14:12.

Jesus is the seed of David promised to rule Israel in future on

this earth – the covenant with David 2 Samuel 7:12-17. Psalm

110; The 1st verse of this Psalm is quoted 26 times in the New

Testament, so it is very important in the Christian religion,

though most Christians are ignorant concerning it.

Virtually all of these quotes come out of the Israelites’ own

Torah, prophets and psalms.
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214. Brewer says:Next New Comment

@Wokechoke

Lazar Kaganovich (Lazar, son of Kagan)

 
The current destroyer of Ukraine, Victoria Nuland is actually

Victoria Kagan by virtue of her marriage to co-founder of the

neoconservative Project for the New American Century Robert

Kagan.

 
I have always found this intriguing. Family tradition? Genetic

bloodlust?
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215. Derer says:Next New Comment

@Ulf Thorsen

Nonsense! In a major world conflict Israel would also be target,

one small h-bomb would suffice.
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216. Priss Factor says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

Timofey Yachmenev, a stage director from Kiev, describes the way life became
unbearable after the 2014 regime change in Ukraine, forcing him to relocate to
Moscow. He is one of over a million others who fled Ukraine to Russia for the same
reason prior to 2022. pic.twitter.com/XiVsDzNacs

— Nina Byzantina (@NinaByzantina) January 29, 2023
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217. anonymous[141] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 3:27 am GMT • 4.9 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@EliteCommInc.

Actually, the US was absolutely responsible for the Iranian

Revolution. Only a dummy would argue otherwise. US support

for its puppet Shah, Pahlavi, allowed him to gain power in the

first place over the duly elected Mossadeq, and then ruthlessly

repress any political opposition for 25 years. Pahlavi doesn’t rule

over his people with an iron fist for a quarter century without the

generous oil revenues flowing into state coffers that came from

an understanding between Tehran and Washington that Iran

was to look after America and American interests first, and that

there would be no nationalization of Iranian oil. Pahlavi and

SAVAK get to do the things they want partially/mostly because

of US support. The fact you ignore this reveals you to be either

ignorant, a chauvinistic fool, or someone who is being deceitful

about US actions in Iran. As well, the Shah (under pressure from

the Americans) passed into law a measure that gave US military

personnel immunity from Iranian courts. I am not aware of any

sexual assaults by US personnel during this period – I am sure

there were more than a few – but allowing American military

personnel to act without fear of falling under the jurisdiction of

Iranian courts was clearly a red flag to the public in Iran that

there were one set of laws for American occupiers, and one set of

laws for them. The fact you completely gloss over this stuff

reveals you to be a hack or worse. You’re dishonest, man. Stop

with the BS.
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218. Derer says:Next New Comment

@meamjojo

Provide reliable evidence/source/names, otherwise f off.
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219. CelestiaQuesta says:Next New Comment

@loner feral cat

I would laugh but it’s to sickening. I have visions of a mass global

culling of these freaks, and they usually come to be.
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220. Priss Factor says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

Brown-nosing whites will turn brown.

Chris Langan has among the highest I.Q. in the world

(over 200). He explains what’s happening.

 

Video Player

• Thanks: Commentator Mike, Miro23
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221. Priss Factor says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 4:28 am GMT • 3.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
Jewish Power was behind Gulf War, 9/11, Iraq War, Libya

Destruction, Syria Catastrophe, Ukraine coup, Ukraine War, and

now this.

Second day of attacks on Iran—now with tacit confirmation that they were by the
Israelis.

I think that, now that he's in power, Netanyahu has decided to settle the Iranian
Question once and for all.

Without question: Israel vs. Iran is the second front of this Third World War.
https://t.co/jjgqa2MCmp

— Gonzalo Lira (@GonzaloLira1968) January 30, 2023

Second night of attacks on Iran.

Yeah, definitely opening a second front in WW3. https://t.co/2H5DosWiho

— Gonzalo Lira (@GonzaloLira1968) January 30, 2023

If WWIII breaks out, it will because of Jewish ethnocentrism and

master-racism, BUT no one, not even Russia, talks about Jewish

Power.

We talk of the US, EU, NATO, China, Russia, Iran, Brazil,

Venezuela, Japan, Canada, the Anglos, the ‘nazis’ and blah blah,

but NOTHING about Jewish Power. Jewish Power is such that,

even as it demands everyone remember the Holy-Caust, it

brazenly makes common cause with neo-aryanite sub-nazis in

Ukraine.

In this case, SILENCE IS TRULY VIOLENCE. The Silence of the

shams.

Want to prevent WWIII? Name the Jewish Power and shame the

Anglo-cuck brown-nosers whose higher priority is approval from

Jews.
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• Replies: @Commentator Mike
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222. Monotheistic Christian says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 4:39 am GMT • 3.7 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain

Once these organise themselves into religions like the Abrahamic monotheisms,
where hatred of others and narcissistic delusions of universal superiority and a delight
in killing the Other, become Holy Writ, communicated direct from ‘God’ ie the
twisted psyches of certain schizoid types, and ideologies like capitalism, where
metastatic growth and the destruction of all creation in turning it into money or
‘wealth’ is the ultimate ambition, the End is foreordained.

You are too pessimistic, Mulga. True christianity is pacifist.

Jesus told Peter to put up his sword, as “those who live by the

sword shall perish by the sword”.

Jesus himself went to his death in accordance with his own

teaching : “Fear not those who are able to destroy the

body, but fear those who are able to destroy soul and

body in hell”.

The early Christians were pacifist and perished in the Roman

arenas without any resistance, because they refused to worship

the Emperor as a god. Paul, all the apostles except John, and

thousands of other christians suffered martyrs deaths, never

teaching that evil should be resisted with violence. It was said

that “the blood of martyrs is the seed of the church”.

Around the time of Constantine, the church became corrupted

and many christians involved themselves in warfare and politics.

The book of Revelation symbolised this as a beast that “looked

like a lamb but spoke like a dragon”. Most of Christianity-

Churchianity has been like this ever since, but there have always

been exceptions in non-conformist groups.

The seven or so Ecumenical Councils of the Church imposed

many errors on the conforming, traditional majority.
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My comment 213 outlines the scriptural foundation of a great

hope for the future.
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223. Jews Rock! says:Next New Comment

@eudion2

Excellent comment, 100% agree
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224. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

@Priss Factor

Naming the Jew isn’t going to stop WWIII. The Arab and

Muslim world has been naming the Jew since forever and it

didn’t stop the Jews making endless wars on them.
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225. Anon[262] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 30, 2023 at 5:02 am GMT • 3.3 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@EliteCommInc.

“But that win was soley against S. Vietnam.”

The U.S. mission was to save S. Vietnam. It failed to do so.

Meaning, it lost the war and N. Vietnam won the war.

“The goal was to turn the matter over to the people of

Afghanistan”

That is not a war goal. The goal of war is to achieve total combat

victory over an enemy state. You don’t “turn the matter over” to

the civilian population prior to that. Meaning, we engaged, lost,

and blamed the man in the street, then ran away after the

military contractors got all the benefits they could get out of the

U.S. presence there.

• LOL: Odyssey
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226. EliteCommInc. says:

January 30, 2023 at 5:15 am GMT • 3.1 hours ago • 1,000

Words   ↑
“Actually, the US was absolutely responsible for the Iranian

Revolution. Only a dummy would argue otherwise. US support

for its puppet Shah, Pahlavi, allowed him to gain power in the

first place over the duly elected Mossadeq, and then ruthlessly

repress any political opposition for 25 years. ”

The battle between the the royal families, the wealthy class and

various religious and other entities has been a constant since the

the 1920’s or before. Odd that you reference the royal family

without referencing the history. but then, when one has an

agenda such as that of the advocates for the Russian invasion,

the only history that matters is one that bolsters your point of

view. On the matter of the revolution, the case is pretty clear, the

military and the wealthy class structure in their bout for

leadership planned a coupe. That Great Britain and the US

supported the same. They provides supplies, and money. But the

actual game plan and work was done by Iranians — it was an

inside job. And the CIA after action report makes it clear, that

when the US opted to stand down, the Iranian military’s was

undeterred and proceeded. And while the US station chief went

forward, minus Washington’s support what support he provided

had little to no impact on the actual plan. Iranians did the heavy

lifting and further in the after action report, the Iranians

involved in the effort scoffed at US suggestions that they were in

any way instrumental.

Mossedq’s response to communists in Iran was certainly over

the top. But more damaging to the government were the

sanctions paced on Iran by western powers. When basic foods

and goods were longer available, including basic medicines etc.

The population shifted any allegiance they had against the Shah.

In response the Shah’s military only became more oppressive.
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There was absolutely nothing the US could do – the Iranian

government made no concessions until it was too late. And if you

actually listen to the US embassy staff, they will tell you, they

simply were naïve at how brutal matters had become (there’s a

shock – naive US personnel– not at all.).

And what the Iranian students did not know and should have

had they done their homework, is that the religious leadership

they pined for made the Shah’s repression look like day in the

park.

We have a lousy record of regime change, the idea that a bunch

of US citizens could run around the country of Iran orchestrating

events is pretty dubious on its face.

 
—————————————–

As for US immunity from prosecution . . . here ya go

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/32/719.112

https://www.state.gov/privileges-and-immunities/

“The events surrounding what became known as the Status of

Forces bill (1964) — the U.S. just signed a similar agreement

with Iraq, SOFA — also proved controversial. These SOFA

agreements the U.S. has with many countries where it stations

troops are intended to protect American troops or military

advisors in other countries from the “terrible” local courts. It in

effect extends diplomatic immunity to military personnel serving

in a foreign country. In 1964, the U.S. pressured a reluctant shah

and a very reluctant parliament and reluctant government

cabinet to sign a SOFA to cover American military personnel in

Iran.”

https://www.fpri.org/article/2009/09/the-u-s-and-iran-in-

historical-perspective/

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/32/719.112
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Oyveh . . . The SOFA in existence since 1951 is not unique to

Iran. The US has SOFA agreements with nearly every country in

which US forces operate.

https://www.state.gov/subjects/status-of-forces-

agreement/page/5/

https://www.army.mil/article/227245/status_of_forces_agree

ment_what_is_it_and_who_is_eligible

“Example of Exclusive Jurisdiction

 
The United States entered into an agreement regarding military

exchanges and visits with the

 
Government of Mongolia.22 As part of the agreement, Article X

addresses criminal jurisdiction of

 
U.S. personnel located in Mongolia. The language of the

agreement provides, “United States

 
military authorities shall have the right to exercise within

Mongolia all criminal and disciplinary

 
jurisdiction over United States [p]ersonnel conferred on them by

the military laws of the United

 
States. Any criminal offenses against the laws of Mongolia

committed by a member of the U.S.

 
forces shall be referred to appropriate United States authorities

for investigation and

 
disposition.”23 The agreement allows the Government of

Mongolia to request the United States to

 
waive its jurisdiction in cases of alleged criminal behavior

unrelated to official duty.24 There is no

 
requirement for the United States to waive jurisdiction, only to

give “sympathetic consideration”

 
of any such request.25”

https://sgp.fas.org/crs/natsec/RL34531.pdf
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“An upsurge of opposition to the government and anti-

Americanism came in October 1964, however, when the Iranian

Parliament, the Majlis, passed a status of forces bill granting

U.S. military personnel stationed in Iran and their dependents

full diplomatic immunity, as the United States had been

requesting since March 1962. When it voted less than two weeks

later to accept a $200 million credit from U.S. commercial banks

for purchase of U.S. military equipment, critics claimed that

passage of the status bill had been the price exacted by the

United States for the credits. (52, 54–55)

On November 3 dissident religious leader Ayatollah Khomeini,

whose attacks on the status bill had included calling for the

overthrow of the Iranian Government, was arrested and exiled to

Turkey. (56, 58) Department of State analysts warned in January

1965 that Khomeini’s views were symptomatic of widespread

popular opposition to Government policies, recently extended to

open criticism of American policy in Iran, and that this new

attitude posed a threat to U.S. interests in Iran and made the

U.S. task there far more difficult. (64) Department officials

disagreed, however, as to the extent of popular discontent in

Iran. (66–67)”

https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1964-

68v22/summary#:~:text=An%20upsurge%20of%20opposition

%20to%20the%20government%20and,United%20States%20ha

d%20been%20requesting%20since%20March%201962.

Absolutely nonunique.

And while I have entertained the side issue, what remains is that

the US did not singularly or even to any major impact

orchestrate the Iranian Revolution of 1953. One may challenge

the ethics of the revolution itself, but it was going to happen with

or without US support.

https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1964-68v22/summary#:~:text=An%20upsurge%20of%20opposition%20to%20the%20government%20and,United%20States%20had%20been%20requesting%20since%20March%201962
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